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NMID 2014
M+IT staffers spread out across the country 
to cover this year’s National Meetings 
Industry Day and find out what meetings 
mean to you!
BY M+IT STAFF

M+IT SALARY SURVEY 2014
M+IT’s annual look at how much planners 
make will help you figure out if your  
salary measures up
BY CHRISTINE OTSUKA

MAKING MOVES
Thinking of transitioning from planner 
to supplier or vice-versa? Is the grass 
greener on the other side? Six planners 
share their experiences
BY DAVID PYE

CHANGING SPACES
How convention centres and hotels are re-
thinking their meeting spaces to meet the 
evolving needs of delegates and planners
BY ALLAN LYNCH

SCOTTSDALE 
Golf, spas, resorts and 300 days of 
sun: what’s not to like about  
this desert destination?
BY LORI SMITH

BOSTON 
How Beantown plans to become  
a top five US convention city and 
why it will succeed
BY LORI SMITH PH
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A BALLROOM WITH A VIEW

Our new renovation is complete, and total meeting and 

convention space is now 22,000 sq ft. The jewel in this new 

crown is our breathtaking Sable Ballroom, offering floor to ceiling 

views of the spectacular waterfront, and a lovely outdoor terrace 

right on the Halifax boardwalk.

With brilliant natural light and spectacular harbour views, business will 
be a pleasure and social events will be memorable. 

HALIFAX MARRIOTT HARBOURFRONT
1919 Upper Water Street
Halifax, Nova Scotia
Phone 902.421.1700
www.halifaxmarriott.com
Twitter @HalifaxMarriott
facebook.com/HalifaxMarriottHarbourfront

Halifax Marriott p41.indd   41 14-01-21   7:23 PMHalifax Marriott pg 5.indd   5 14-05-23   11:43 AM
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what's new on

DESTINATION

“How to Get the Most Value Out  
of Your Day,” by Mark Wardell.
Meetings + Incentive Travel,  
April.May 2014

QUOTABLE

NEW OPERATOR SETS SAIL IN NIAGARA

 + bit.ly/HornblowerNiagara 

“Achieving a paradigm 

shift around the way you 

value your time is, in my 

experience, life changing 

AND business changing. 

Soon, you’ll find yourself 

achieving more in a  

40-hour work week  

than you once did in  

a 60-hour week.”

Listen in on the conversation or better 
yet, join in! Follow us on Twitter for the 
latest breaking industry news and updates 

 @MeetingsCanada

View and share event photos, ask for advice  
from other planners and suppliers or react 
to industry headlines on our Facebook page 

 (facebook.com/MeetingsCanada)

+ bit.ly/ValueTime

 + bit.ly/OceanfrontHotel  

OCEANFRONT RENO COMPLETE

HOTEL

 + bit.ly/NEXUSatIW 

NEXUS SCREENING  
@ INCENTIVEWORKS

TRAVEL

Canada’s meetings 
industry delivered 
$29.1 billion dollars in 
direct spending to the 
country’s economy 
in 2012, according to 
Meeting Professionals 
International Foundation 
Canada’s just-released 
study on the economic 
impact of meetings.

 + bit.ly/CEIS3Here

ECONOMIC 
IMPACT STUDY 
RESULTS 
REVEALED

NEWS

“From a teaser 
postcard to mobile 
app alerts—how 
far we have come 
in such a short 
period of time… 
The newest 
technology is 
coming faster 
than you can fully 
understand what  
is currently there.”

Sandy Biback, 
Unconventional 
Wisdom
Right Technology, 
Right Time

 + bit.ly/TimeTech BLOG
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Sally Hogshead
Author, Fascinate

TUESDAY, AUGUST 19, 2014
METRO TORONTO CONVENTION CENTRE

With so many people competing on the 
planet right now, HOW WILL YOU EVER 
GET NOTICED? If you’re simply being 
yourself, chances are, you won’t. Mark 
Bowden will show you how being your 
“AUTHENTIC” self may be impeding your 
success. In this highly entertaining and 
PROVOCATIVE keynote speech, Mark 
suggests the part of our brain responsible 
for making snap judgments is actually 
steering us away from beneficial and 
PROFITABLE RELATIONSHIPS,  
both personally and in business. Why?  
It’s a survival mechanism, used to help 
us feel safe. But it’s also what’s standing 
between us and our full potential. Come 
prepared to laugh and leave with techniques 
that YOU CAN USE IMMEDIATELY to 
change how people see you.   

KEYNOTE PRESENTATION

THE POWER OF 
BEING INAUTHENTIC

ABOUT MARK BOWDEN
Mark Bowden is an expert in human behaviour and body  
language, and the creator of TRUTHPLANE, a communication 
training company and unique methodology for anyone who has 
to communicate to an audience with impact. Mark gives keynote 
speeches worldwide on persuasive verbal and nonverbal language 
and communication structures to stand out, win trust and profit, 
and his techniques are widely used by Fortune 500 companies, 
CEO’s and G8 leaders. Mark’s publications are bestselling  
Winning Body Language; Winning Body Language for Sales 
Professionals; and Tame the Primitive Brain.

Mark Bowden
Communications Expert

MEETINGSCANADA.COM/INCENTIVEWORKS

Keynote 2.indd   7 14-05-23   12:40 PM
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“The Dalai Lama. ‘Where 
ignorance is our master, 
there is no possibility of 

real peace.’”

VOLUME 43, NUMBER 3 
JUNE.JULY 2014

EDITORIAL

CIRCULATION + PRODUCTION + ONLINE

INCENTIVEWORKS

BIG MAGAZINES LP

ART

SALES

EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTORS

  
  FOLLOWING UP ON LAST ISSUE’S 

QUESTION: IF YOU COULD GET 
ANYONE IN THE PUBLIC EYE 

TODAY (CELEBRITY, POLITICIAN, 
THOUGHT LEADER, ETC.) TO 
DELIVER A KEYNOTE, WHO  

WOULD YOU CHOOSE? WHY?

Meetings + Incentive Travel (M+IT) magazine receives unsolicited features and materials (including letters to the editor) from time to time. M+IT, its affiliates and assignees may use, reproduce, publish, re-publish, distribute, store and archive 
such submissions in whole or in part in any form or medium whatsoever, without compensation of any sort. MAIL PREFERENCES: Occasionally we make our subscriber list available to reputable companies whose products or services may be of 
interest to you. If you do not wish your contact information to be made available, please contact us via one of the following methods: Phone: 1-800-668-2374, Fax: 416-442-2191, E-Mail: privacyofficer@businessinformationgroup.ca,  
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE: Canada $77.50 per year, Outside Canada $108.00 US per year, Single Copy Canada $13.00, Buyers Guide $60.95. Meetings + Incentive Travel is published 6 times per year except for occasional combined, expanded or 
premium issues, which count as two subscription issues. Meetings + Incentive Travel is indexed in the Canadian Business Index and is available online in the Canadian Business & Current Affairs Database. Contents Copyright BIG Magazines LP, 
a division of Glacier BIG Holdings Company Ltd. Canada Post — Canadian publications Mail Sales Product Agreement 40069240 ISSN No. 0225-8285 (Print) ISSN No. 1929-6428 (Online). 80 Valleybrook Drive, North York, ON M3B 2S9. We 
acknowledge the financial support of the Government of Canada through the Canada Periodical Fund of the Department of Canadian Heritage.

Circulation Manager
416.442.5600 x3543

Market Production Manager
 416.510.6762

IT Business Support Manager
 416.510.6898

BEATA OLECHNOWICZ 
BOlechnowicz@bizinfogroup.ca

TRACEY HANSON
THanson@bizinfogroup.ca

LAURA MOFFATT
LMoffatt@bizinfogroup.ca

Vice-President of  
Canadian Publishing

President of Business 
Information Group 

ALEX PAPANOU

BRUCE CREIGHTON

Rod Cameron, Don Douloff, Jackie Huba, Steve Lowell, Allan Lynch,  
Ben Moorsom, David Pye, Courtney Stanley, Max Valiquette, Heidi Welker

Account Manager
416.510.6819

International Business 
Development Manager

416.510.5144

Sales + Marketing Associate
416.442.5600 x3213

General Manager 
 416.510.5141

Event Coordinator 
 416.510.5231

Operations Administrator
416.510.5238

CORI-ANN CANUEL 
CCanuel@MeetingsCanada.com

ALANNA MCQUAID
AMcquaid@MeetingsCanada.com 

BRIAN EASTCOTT
BEastcott@MeetingsCanada.com

ROBIN PAISLEY 
RPaisley@MeetingsCanada.com

STEPHANIE HILTZ 
SHiltz@MeetingsCanada.com

JENNIFER HIETT 
JHiett@MeetingsCanada.com

Publisher
416.510.5226

Editor
 416.442.5600 x3254

Associate Editor
416.442.5600 x3255

SONJA CHILCOTT 
SChilcott@MeetingsCanada.com
 

LORI SMITH 
LSmith@MeetingsCanada.com

CHRISTINE OTSUKA
COtsuka@MeetingsCanada.com

Art Director
 416.442.5600 x3239

STEPHEN FERRIE
SFerrie@MeetingsCanada.com

“Jeff Bezos – he is a leader in  
technology; within five years he  

predicts that Amazon could be delivering 
packages by drones.  CRAZY!!!”

“Robin Sharma, one of the 
world’s leading experts on 

leadership and the author of 11 
best-selling books including  

The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari.”

“Mark Zuckerberg. He revolutionized 
the way we connect with  

people today.”

“Anthony Bourdain—chef, best-selling 
author, TV personality and world traveller. 

He has been to so many places that  
would not necessarily be on the average  

person’s itinerary. His stories and  
insight on his travel would be  
fascinating and inspirational.”

“Edward Snowden because he 
is at the forefront of discussions 

regarding our privacy and security 
in the online world.”

“I’m obsessed with Jimmy Fallon right now!  
In a world where content is king,  

he is the King of Content!”

Masthead_Contributors.indd   8 14-05-23   12:40 PM



contributors

“Former U.S. President Bill Clinton. 
He’s one of the most charismatic, 
intelligent men of all time.”

Contact Heidi at:  
www.freemanco.com

“Elon Musk is the founder of 
SpaceX and co-founder of Tesla 
Motors, Pay Pal and SolarCity.  
He uses his success to push 
humankind forward and to  
drive innovation.”

Contact Ben at:  
benm@debutgroup.com

HEIDI WELKER
Leadership

BEN MOORSOM
Ask an Expert

19 21

“Silver Donald Cameron: He travels 
the world speaking with leaders in 
the environmental movement for 
The Green Interview, and presents 
a fresh, international perspective.”

Contact Allan at:  
nsceit@hotmail.com

ALLAN LYNCH
Changing Spaces

“Anderson Cooper because I 
would like to hear some of the 
behind-the-scenes stories to his 
on-site reports from around  
the world.”

Contact Steve at:  
steve@stevelowell.com

STEVE LOWELL
Business Matters

22

“I’m obsessed with Jimmy Fallon right now!  
In a world where content is king,  

he is the King of Content!”
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36

+AGENDA
event spotlight

CAEM – Canadian Association of Exposition Management; CAES – Canadian Society of Association Executives; GBTA – Global Business Travel Association;  
MPI – Meeting Professionals International 

ADDITIONAL INDUSTRY EVENTS: 

JUNE
 + 3  BEICC Zone Fundraiser, Halifax  
Marriott Harbourfront Hotel, Halifax, NS

 + 12  MPI Ottawa Summer Bash & Vol-
unteer Appreciation, The RA Centre, 
Ottawa, ON 

 + 18  MPI BC 2014 June Gala, Coast 
Restaurant, Vancouver, BC

 + 18/19  INSPIRE with MPI: Annual 
Awards Gala & Fundraiser, MPI 
Greater Calgary, Date and location 
TBD at press time

 + 19  Golf Tournament MPI Montreal & 
Quebec, Elm Ridge Golf Club,  
Île Bizard, QC

 + 19  Communicating the Real Value 
of Membership (CSAE), Metropolitan 
Hotel Vancouver, Vancouver, BC

JULY
 + 16  Site Canada Chapter Meeting, 
Location TBD

 + 24  CAEM Sports Day, Toronto, ON 

FOR MORE INDUSTRY EVENTS, VISIT 
MEETINGSCANADA.COM

June

  Toronto Education Confer-
ence (TEC) 2014 “Tell Your 

Story. Create a Spark.” is the theme of MPI 
Toronto’s annual education conference, 
which is being held at Hilton Hotel & Suites 
Niagara Falls/Fallsview, Niagara Falls, 
Ontario. Sessions at the weekend-long 
conference include: “CSI: The Crime - A 
Boring, Unsuccessful Conference has been 
Committed” (Shawna Suckow); “Are You 
on Fire: Winning Support for Your Projects 
& Assignments” (Michele Wierszgac); 
and “Return on Action – Measuring what 
you Measure with Emerging Technology” 
(David Schenberg). mpitoronto.org

Keep on top of professional develop-
ment and networking opportunities 
in the business events community.

  CAEM 2014 Annual 
Conference  The Can-

adian Association of Exposition Manage-
ment’s annual conference is being held at 
the Sutton Place Hotel, Edmonton, AB. The 
conference’s theme is “Blazing Trails. New 
Horizons!” It offers a range of industry-
specific education sessions and multiple 
networking events. Session topics include 
generational marketing, business resiliency 
and leadership. caem.ca

Ju ly

  GBTA Convention 2014
The GBTA Convention 

is the largest annual gathering of business 
travel and meeting buyers and suppliers. This 
year’s edition is being held at the Los Angeles 
Convention Center, Los Angeles, California. It 
features 70+ education sessions and a 400+ 
company supplier expo. Keynote speakers 
include Academy Award-winning actor and 
director Kevin Spacey; Richard Anderson, CEO, 
Delta Airlines; and John S. Pistole, Administra-
tor, Transportation Security Administration.  
gbta.org/convention

Masthead_Contributors.indd   9 14-05-23   12:41 PM



SCCNIAGARA

Some convention centres offer free internet services without 

determining clients’ needs. At the Scotiabank Convention 

Centre in Niagara Falls our public spaces are equipped to 

provide basic internet access at no extra charge. But when it 

comes to events and conventions, we recognize that not all 

are created equal, so why should internet services be 

packaged as one-size-fits-all? We provide an attentive and 

knowledgeable sales and events team that determines your 

specific needs and designs a plan that is tailor-made for your 

success. It may cost more, but we think you are worth it.

“Contact us and learn how our team
can be part of your event’s success.”

Carrie Paolone  CMP, CEM
Director of Events

The real deal with:

fallsconventions.com

FREE
 INTERNET

050214-003-A

Convention Development FundConvention Development Fund
Learn how you may qualify to RECEIVE at least   

$10,000  
in MEETING INCENTIVES*

Learn how you may qualify to RECEIVE at least   

$10,000  
in MEETING INCENTIVES*

Scotia Bank pg 10.indd   10 14-05-23   11:44 AM
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On my recent trip to Scottsdale (see page 
57), I was chatting with a sales manager at 
one of the hotels and the subject of RFPs 
came up. He said that the property’s sales 
team received a lot of requests for propos-
als. But, he added, that didn’t mean anything. 

I was reminded of the conversation 
when I attended the Site Canada meeting, 
held in mid-May. The guest speaker at the 
event was Jane Schuldt, CITE, CIS. Schuldt 
is the president and founder of World Mar-
keting Group and a past president of Site 
Global. In her speech, she outlined what 
the Site International Foundation was do-
ing to raise awareness of the effectiveness 
of motivational experiences and incentive 
travel. One of the initiatives she described 
was research into RFPs. 

Schuldt said that Site recognized that 
everyone—suppliers and planners—is af-
fected by the cost of doing proposals. In 
order to better understand the value of 
RFPs and to establish best practices, the 
Foundation plans to conduct research on a 
range of RFP factors including conversion 
rates, the actual cost of preparing a pro-
posal (time, hard costs, etc.), features of 
great proposals, features of bad proposals 
(DOA, Schuldt called them), and identify 
companies who are doing RFPs right. 

When I spoke to Schuldt after her talk, 
she explained that the cost of doing RFPs 
was one of the industry’s elephant-in-a- 
room topics. Everyone saw the problem, 
but no one knew what to do about it so 
they ignored it. The research is needed, she 
said, because it will clearly show the value, 
or lack thereof, of RFPs. 

LORI SMITH,
EDITOR
LSMITH@MEETINGSCANADA.COM

M+IT EDITORIAL MANDATE Meetings industry and travel publications are often offered free FAM trips, accommodations and gifts. 
M+IT magazine only accepts those that will be featured in the magazine or online through editorial content. Destinations are chosen 
through reader surveys and market research.

WHAT’S AN RFP WORTH?

COMING NEXT ISSUE

I will be most interested to see the data 
on conversion rates. Quantity and quality 
are often not analogous. But, what’s the in-
dustry average? Don’t you want to know if 
your conversion rate is below the industry 
average so you can address the problem?

 I didn’t ask the gentleman in Scottsdale 
what his sales department’s conversion 
rate was. I also didn’t ask about the prop-
erty’s RFP vetting process. Did they have a 
way to separate the wheat from the chaff? 
And, if I had asked, would he have told me? 
I don’t know. 

But, I hope he’ll share that information 
when Site knocks on his door. Too often 
we shoot ourselves in the industry foot by 
not participating in research. I am as guilty 
as  anyone of not filling out surveys. When 
one comes through on email it gets added 
to my should-do, not my must-do, list. It’s 
time to change that behaviour because I 
know for a fact that good survey response 
rates lead to valuable data. And good data 
can help all of us do better business. 

The IncentiveWorks preview show 
guide with must-have info on speak-
ers, exhibitors, events and  more.. Plus, 
planners and technology.

+EDITOR’SCOMMENT

Congratulations to Sonja Chilcott  
who has left M+IT to take on the role  
of vice-president at Adease Media 
Research. All the best, Sonja!  
We’ll miss you!

Editorial.indd   11 14-05-23   12:41 PM



IF  YOU THINK THE ROOMS ARE NICE
YOU SHOULD SEE THE GREENS.

STAY  H I LTO N .  G O  E V E RY W H E R E .

For more information please contact Jean-Simon Roberge, Account Executive, by phone 
at 819-772-4008 or 1-866-488-7888 or by e-mail at jean-simon.roberge@hiltonlacleamy.com
3, boulevard du Casino  I  Gatineau  I  Québec  I  J8Y 6X4  I  www.lacleamy.hilton.com

Rates starting at $149 per person*
One complimentary meeting room

Free WiFi in guest rooms and meeting room
Complimentary outdoor parking

Reserve your golf tournament** at the ClubLink Club de golf Hautes Plaines
(6 km from hotel) and receive a Second Skin hat ($30 value) for each of your guests.

*For meetings booked and held between June 16th and August 31st, 2014, based on availability. Minimum of 10 actualized guest rooms required per night. Offer not valid for meetings that are already tentative, 
definite, under contract or actualized. Taxes and service not included. Certain conditions may apply. **Minimum of 24 golfers required.

Hilton Lemay pg 12.indd   12 14-05-23   11:46 AM
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“The Impact of Meetings. The Value. 
The Power.” was the theme of this 
year’s National Meetings Industry 
Day (NMID), which was celebrated 
in 10 cities across Canada. Meet-
ing Professionals International 
(MPI) chapters hosted gatherings 
in Halifax, Fredericton, Gatineau 

(Montreal), Ottawa, Toronto, Winnipeg, Calgary, Edmonton, Van-
couver and Vancouver Island. At each of these gatherings planners 
and suppliers watched the new “What Meetings Mean…” video and 

learned what meetings mean to their specific areas with the an-
nouncement of brand new, regional data from CEIS 3.0, the third 
edition of the groundbreaking study looking at the economic im-
pact of meetings. In keeping with the objectives of NMID, the chap-
ters rounded out their events with great education, networking ac-
tivities and delicious f&b. 

Meetings + Incentive Travel  (M+IT) is proud to be a national 
sponsor of NMID. We had team members from the magazine and 
IncentiveWorks covering eight of the day’s 10 events. Our staffers 
joined in the #NMID14 Twitter conversation, snapped pics and saw 
what meanings mean to you. —Lori Smith, Editor

2014

MPI HQ @MPI
Canada meetings industry delivered $29 Billion in 2012 according  
to study by @MPI Foundation CAD #mpi #CEIS3 #nmid14

NMID MONTREAL & QUEBEC
VENUE: Fairmont Le Château Montebello
INFLUENCE AWARD: Béatrice Javaudin, president, Clientis

M+IT  
NMID 2014  
Draw Winners
LEANNE N. ANDRECYK  
CEM, Vice-President of Innovation 
& Execution, ZedEvents,  
Halifax, NS

TJ JOHNSON 
Program Manager, Conferences, 
International Legal Technology 
Association, Winnipeg, MB

13M E E T I N G S C A N A D A . C O M
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Julie Holmen @TourismJulie
Almost 2 out of every 100 people 
working in Canada make their living 
from the Business Events Industry

NMID CALGARY
VENUE: University of Calgary, Downtown Campus, Event Centre
INFLUENCE AWARD: The Calgary Zoo and The Calgary Stampede 
were both given this award for their inspiring efforts to rebuild and 
bring people to the city after the devastating Calgary floods

NMID EDMONTON
VENUE: Shaw Conference Centre
INFLUENCE AWARD: Shaw Conference Centre
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NMID VANCOUVER
VENUE: Commodore Ballroom
INFLUENCE AWARD: Vancouver Parks Department 
for opening up the city’s parks for events

NMID ATLANTIC CANADA
VENUE: World Trade and Convention Centre, Halifax and  
Fredericton Convention Centre, Fredericton
INFLUENCE AWARD: Mayor Brad Woodside, Mayor of Fredericton

Site Canada @sitecanada
Proud to be part of #NMID14 Understanding  
the impact of #meetingsincanada is vital  
to our economy.
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TEAM TAKEAWAYS
What we learned at NMID 2014…

CORI-ANN CANUEL, Account Manager, M+IT/IW  
@ NMID Montreal & Quebec

I thought the incorporation of a 
“musical chairs” type activity into 
the dinner was great. We were 
given table numbers in our badge 
holders and when the bell rang, we 

grabbed our glass mug and cutlery and moved 
to the next table! What a brilliant way to make 
sure people connected throughout the evening! 
Bon travail! 

BRIAN EASTCOTT, Sales Coordinator, M+IT/IW  
@ NMID Winnipeg 

Through six Ted-Style Talks, the mes-
sage that meetings create growth 
for organizations and transform 
participants was key. One speaker, 
Anders Boulanger, a self-described 

trade show infotainer, summed it up when he said, 
“no matter how much you click from place to place, 
it will never replace face to face.”

CHRISTINE OTSUKA, Associate Editor (M+IT)/
Conference Content Manager (IW)  
@ NMID Calgary

Humans are designed to relate to 
others because of mirror neurons 
in the brain, which means the best 
and most effective way to col-
laborate, build relationships and, 

well, meet, will always be face-to-face. You can’t 
argue with science! 

STEPHANIE HILTZ, Event Coordinator, IW 
@ NMID Edmonton

Add humour into your life at home 
and work. It will transition through 
your events and into your attendee 
experiences, making people genu-
inely enjoy themselves, learn at a 

higher rate and want to return.  

ROBIN PAISLEY, General Manager, IW  
@ NMID Ottawa

Engage your student attendees 
and add social media power to 
your event at the same time.   A 
group of Algonquin College stu-
dents were enlisted as the offi-

cial ‘twitter army’ for the night.   They kept the 
#nmid14 hashtag alive well into the night.  It was 
a great opportunity for up-and-comers to create 
and shape the online conversation.

NMID OTTAWA
VENUE: The Ottawa Marriott
INFLUENCE AWARD: Altaf Sovani, Chair of Hospitality & Tourism at Algonquin College

NMID TORONTO
VENUE: Metro Toronto Convention Centre
INFLUENCE AWARD: Kristin Wong-Tam,  
Councillor, City of Toronto

Photos MPI Ottawa
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+WRAPUPSMPI MONTREAL + QUEBEC’S 
CONVIVIUM 2014
The setting: Fairmont Chateau Montebello, 65,000 acres of forested wildlife 
sanctuary and 70 lakes on the shore of the Ottawa River, between Ottawa 
and Montreal. 
The vibe: Think 10,000 logs, 84 years of history, fresh spring air, birds chirp-
ing and 115 of Quebec’s most passionate and dedicated meeting and event 
planners. 
The theme: Coureur des Bois 3.0 which means ‘runner of the woods’ (an 
independent, entrepreneurial, French-Canadian woodsman who traveled in 
New France and the interior of North America to trade for fur pelts). The 3.0 
represented the future of events, technology, etc. 
How they brought it all together: Attendees were asked to wear plaid shirts. 
Check out the chapter’s Instagram and Twitter feed (@MPI_MTLQC or #con-
vivium14) to see how many took advantage of this opportunity to shed their 
suits! Some even showed up in beaver tail fur hats! Snowshoe stickers lined 
the hotel floors guiding us to the event. Of course, there was the food. And 
last, but not least, the Town Crier, the perfect emcee for the event!
The education: Nine sessions in one day. Topics ranging from sales, legal 
matters, social media, negotiations and industry trends! The feedback from 
the planners I spoke to at the end of the day, said this was the best Convivium 
they’ve been to and that the education was very useful and engaging!

Félicitations to the organizing committee of this year’s event! I look forward 
to seeing how you outdo yourselves next year! —CORI-ANN CANUEL

2014

NMID WINNIPEG
VENUE: Canad Inns Destination Centre Fort Garry
INFLUENCE AWARD: Winnipeg Airports Authority
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Brian Eastcott @beastcott1
National Meetings Industry Day! #NMID14 @
MPIManitoba spreading the face-to-face  
gospel, one face at a time
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AUGUST 19+20, 2014

See our full education line-up, ways to 
be hosted and online registration at

Keynote Speakers 
See pages 7 & 25

Top 5 Digital Marketing Tactics 
That Boost Registrations 
Tod will walk you through the five 
pro tactics his team uses to drive up 
registrations and develop solid leads.

Tuesday, August 19
8:30 – 10:15 am

Tod Maffin

How to Attract and Keep Event Sponsors
In this interactive session, review best 
practices for attracting and retaining 
event sponsors and for delivering 
benefits that enhance business value for 
sponsors, attendees and event owners.

Mariela 
McIlwraith

Wednesday, August 20
8:45 – 10:15 am

Execution Management –  
A Session for Senior Planners
In this interactive session, our expert will bridge 
the gap between what senior level managers are 
taught and what project managers actually do, and 
show you how to manage the execution of events, 
teams, business outcomes and more.

David Barrett
Wednesday, August 20
8:45 – 10:15 am

Premier Content Partner:Produced by: Welcome Sponsor:

#iwshow

Canada’s Best Conference Value

Education passes start at only $99 for two days 
of education, keynote sessions and lunch each 
day! Plus, we offer many ways to be hosted. 

4 SESSIONS CREATED IN  
PARTNERSHIP WITH MPIEARN CE CREDITSSESSIONS DESIGNED FOR  

PLANNERS OF ALL LEVELS

IW_EducationAd_June2014.indd   18 14-05-23   3:13 PM

http://www.meetingscanada.com/incentiveworks
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The meetings industry thrives on our ability as professionals to 
build and maintain relationships, as well as acquire and exchange 
information. It became very clear to me in the early stages of my 
35-year career that volunteerism and mentorship were the keys 
to growing my professional profile, my company’s talent pool and 
our industry’s evolution.

In addition to my day job as vice-president of marketing at 
Freeman Audio Visual Canada, I have bartered my time in ex-
change for priceless industry experience and invaluable contacts 
that not only helped me enhance my professional growth but al-
lowed me to influence the current landscape of our industry. I have 
served on numerous industry committees and am a long-standing 
member of Meeting Professionals International (MPI) and the Pro-
fessional Convention Management Association (PCMA).

As current president of PCMA’s Canada East Chapter, I sit 
alongside a board of directors, who each have  a portfolio de-
veloped specifically to ensure our members get the most out of 
their experiences. One of our major focuses is on developing fu-
ture meeting professionals, whether they’re on the planner or sup-
plier side of the industry. The objective is to guide the activities 
of our chapter to include relevant initiatives for students and new 
industry members.

It’s important to get individuals involved in committees at an 
early stage so they develop the tools and confidence required to 
be innovative leaders down the road. What’s more is the unique 
competitive advantage they gain from bonding and collaborating 
with peers from all sectors of the industry.

In addition to forming vital professional connections, mentorship 
and volunteerism are wonderful ways to help foster a new genera-
tion of assertive, capable and diverse employees within a company. 
In 2012, Freeman introduced the Freeman Woman’s Development 
(FWD) program, which is designed to advance women as leaders 
through mentoring and volunteer opportunities, to name a few.

I volunteer as a co-chair on FWD’s communications committee 
because I truly see the value in creating a corporate community that 

empowers employees to enhance their personal and professional 
growth by developing the skills, attitude and connections necessary 
to be contributing and dynamic leaders. I believe that, in turn, FWD 
positively influences the Freeman culture and contributes to an en-
vironment where the best talent comes to succeed.

FWD members have the ability to serve on numerous teams 
and on ad hoc project committees to drive important initiatives, 
which ultimately allow for leadership opportunities for members 
in a supportive environment. Moreover, although FWD focuses on 
empowering women in an industry dominated by men, all em-
ployees are encouraged to join and participate in committees and 
networking events.

The program has been wildly successful so far. Of Freeman’s 
4,200-plus full-time employees, more than 800 are FWD mem-
bers and that number continues to grow. I believe one of the 
main drivers of FWD’s success is the mentorship program it 
offers. Each year, the program pairs 20 talented young employ-
ees with compatible, seasoned Freeman leaders thus encour-
aging the acquisition of specific skill sets necessary for career 
advancement. 

Sometimes, all a promising individual needs to make the leap 
into industry leadership territory is a boost in the right direction 
from someone who has already made the journey. That’s why I 
personally mentor four young women from PCMA, Freeman and 
elsewhere. The knowledge exchange that occurs when the voice 
of experience and the voice of new ideas collide is extremely 
valuable for both mentor and mentee. Moreover, our industry 
reaps the rewards of having a mentor’s knowledge and experi-
ence remain once the next generation of meeting professionals 
takes the stage.  

—Heidi Welker is vice-president of marketing, Freeman Audio Visual Canada 

and president of the PCMA Canada East Chapter. In January, Heidi received the 

2013 PCMA Chairman’s Award, which honours an individual for their unique 

achievements and/or contributions to the meetings industry.

+LEADERSHIP

COMMITTING  
TO MEETINGS
Volunteering and mentoring drive career—and 
industry—development. BY HEIDI WELKER
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Something that has haunted the meetings industry for many 
years has now become a matter of real urgency, courtesy of the 
global recession and its fallout. That “something” is our collective 
failure to clearly distinguish between personal leisure travel and 
travel undertaken for business purposes.

This is important because those people who make decisions 
about the organization and financing of meetings, conventions, 
exhibitions and conferences, as well as those who decide who 
should attend them, are now highly sensitive to the appearance of 
such events as simply vehicles for personal enjoyment at public or 
corporate expense. In fact, just the word “tourism” in association 
with such events suggests that their real purpose is something 
other than their actual role as a primary tool for economic and 
professional development. 

This is no small issue. In fact, there are now very specific pro-
fessional codes and even legislation aimed at exactly this point, 
with the result that any suggestion of event attendees from cer-
tain sectors like the medical area attending meetings to pursue 
personal enjoyment rather than to engage in business or profes-
sional development can be sufficient reason to question attend-
ance and/or remove financial support. At the same time, many 
governments have implemented restrictions or outright bans on 
meetings-related travel as a first line of cost-saving measures.

We in the industry haven’t done much to encourage a distinc-
tion and, even worse, we have actually blurred the lines by pro-
moting meeting destinations and even attendance on the basis of 
leisure qualities like beaches, golf courses and nightlife.

Over the long term, this failure to distinguish between these two 
elements of the overall travel equation—and reflect that distinction 
in our promotional activities—will ultimately reduce the aggregate 
amount of global travel, and impact not only the revenues associated 
with meetings and conventions themselves but also the associated 
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[Hed] Failure to Distinguish

Why the meetings industry has to distance itself from leisure tourism

BY ROD CAMERON

Something that has haunted the meetings industry for many years has now become a matter of real urgency, courtesy of the global recession 
and its fallout. That “something” is our collective failure to clearly distinguish between personal leisure travel and travel undertaken for business 
purposes.

This is important because those people who make decisions about the organization and financing of meetings, conventions, exhibitions and 
conferences, as well as those who decide who should attend them, are now highly sensitive to the appearance of such events as simply vehicles 
for personal enjoyment at public or corporate expense. In fact, just the word “tourism” in association with such events suggests that their real 
purpose is something other than their actual role as a primary tool for economic and professional development. 

This is no small issue. In fact, there are now very specific professional codes and even legislation aimed at exactly this point, with the result 
that any suggestion of event attendees from certain sectors like the medical area attending meetings to pursue personal enjoyment rather than 
to engage in business or professional development can be sufficient reason to question attendance and/or remove financial support. At the same 
time, many governments have implemented restrictions or outright bans on meetings-related travel as a first line of cost-saving measures.

We in the industry haven’t done much to encourage a distinction and, even worse, we have actually blurred the lines by promoting meeting 
destinations and even attendance on the basis of leisure qualities like beaches, golf courses and nightlife.

Over the long term, this failure to distinguish between these two elements of the overall travel equation—and reflect that distinction in our pro-
motional activities—will ultimately reduce the aggregate amount of global travel, and impact not only the revenues associated with meetings and 
conventions themselves but also the associated travel and even incremental investment in hospitality infrastructure and services that this sector 
supports. The losers will be those providing travel products and services as well as the broader economy that depends on business event-related 
interactions to advance their economic, professional and academic objectives.

Why, then, are we not addressing the problem? A few possibilities suggest themselves: First, there is a large part of our industry and that of 
our sometimes partners in the tourism sector that simply don’t see it as a problem. Those people who have always regarded leisure-related qual-
ities as the best way to promote a destination have real difficulty understanding that a very different audience requires a very different message.

Second, we have fallen into the trap of measuring industry value primarily on the basis of spending, and particularly spending related to hos-
pitality revenues. Again, this creates the strong impression that it’s the hotel stays and restaurant meals that really count rather than the values 
inherent in holding the meetings in the first place. This approach undervalues what this industry really achieves and antagonizes our clients who 
would prefer to have the value of their events seen in terms of professional and business outcomes.

Third, the primary sources of funding for destination promotion are in many areas controlled by those with more of a tourism than business 
events orientation—and it has been a tough sell to make the case that ours is a business rather than a tourism sell. To the extent that we have 
what are essentially third parties marketing on our behalf—and potentially putting the emphasis in the wrong place—we will continue to suffer 
the consequences.

But if the name of the game is extracting the optimal benefit out of the investments made in the meetings sector, we need to get beyond turf 
discussions and recognize the fundamentally different ways in which the markets associated with these two very different sectors must be ad-
dressed.

By failing to make a clear distinction between leisure travel and business-related travel, we are trivializing our role in global economic and 
professional development, threatening our individual competitiveness in the market and offending some of our most important clients. The sooner 
we put some distance between leisure tourism and our industry, the better. But that will only happen when we, as an industry, take some action 
toward re-aligning ourselves with the sectors that really count in today’s economy, and achieve an understanding with our tourism partners that 
clarifies the difference between our respective audiences and their travel motivations.  

—Rod Cameron is the executive director of the Joint Meetings Industry Council (www.themeetingsindustry.org).

FAILURE TO 
DISTINGUISH

travel and even incremental investment in hospitality infrastructure 
and services that this sector supports. The losers will be those pro-
viding travel products and services as well as the broader economy 
that depends on business event-related interactions to advance their 
economic, professional and academic objectives.

Why, then, are we not addressing the problem? A few possibil-
ities suggest themselves: First, there is a large part of our indus-
try and that of our sometimes partners in the tourism sector that 
simply don’t see it as a problem. Those people who have always 
regarded leisure-related qualities as the best way to promote a 
destination have real difficulty understanding that a very different 
audience requires a very different message.

Second, we have fallen into the trap of measuring industry value 
primarily on the basis of spending, and particularly spending re-
lated to hospitality revenues. Again, this creates the strong impres-
sion that it’s the hotel stays and restaurant meals that really count 
rather than the values inherent in holding the meetings in the first 
place. This approach undervalues what this industry really achieves 
and antagonizes our clients who would prefer to have the value of 
their events seen in terms of professional and business outcomes.

Third, the primary sources of funding for destination promo-
tion are in many areas controlled by those with more of a tourism 
than business events orientation—and it has been a tough sell to 
make the case that ours is a business rather than a tourism sell. 
To the extent that we have what are essentially third parties mar-
keting on our behalf—and potentially putting the emphasis in the 
wrong place—we will continue to suffer the consequences.

But if the name of the game is extracting the optimal benefit 
out of the investments made in the meetings sector, we need to 
get beyond turf discussions and recognize the fundamentally dif-
ferent ways in which the markets associated with these two very 
different sectors must be addressed.

By failing to make a clear distinction between leisure travel and 
business-related travel, we are trivializing our role in global economic 
and professional development, threatening our individual competi-
tiveness in the market and offending some of our most important 
clients. The sooner we put some distance between leisure tourism 
and our industry, the better. But that will only happen when we, as an 
industry, take some action toward re-aligning ourselves with the sec-
tors that really count in today’s economy, and achieve an understand-
ing with our tourism partners that clarifies the difference between 
our respective audiences and their travel motivations. 

—Rod Cameron is the executive director of the Joint Meetings Industry Council 

(www.themeetingsindustry.org).

+OP/ED

Why the meetings industry has to  
distance itself from leisure tourism.
BY ROD CAMERON
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Q.What trend do you see as being the most powerful over 
the next few years for marketing live events—email or 
social media?

A.Both social media and email have grown since their 
inception, and continue to grow. We send and receive 
more business emails than ever before—but we also 

spend more time in social networks. To that end, I would say that 
using both still matters. 

There are still a large number of people 
who simply don’t like to engage in their work-
ing lives via social media. For them, email is 
the language of business and unless some-
thing appears in their inbox, it isn’t real. Of 
course, many of us feel that we’re inundated 
with too many emails, and are pretty zealous 
with how we manage marketing messages, 
even when we’ve opted in. My Junk Folder is 
full of offers that I’ve technically signed up for. 

Social media is a more recent development than email. Fewer 
white-collar types are on social media than are using business-
related email (although the gap is shrinking). And the older one 
is—and therefore, probably the more senior—the less likely it is 
that one is a heavy user of social media. These may be the most 
important people to get your message to, and they aren’t as ac-
tive in social as younger workers (who may not have the budget 
or seniority to attend your events).

So right now it’s both. Make your emails as clear to understand 
as possible. Make sure they’re visual, as opposed to just words, but 
that they work on any size of device. Ask your recipients to add you 
to their safe senders list. Agonize over your subject line, which has 
to be clear and concise, and communicate your offering, but some-
how stand out. That’s a lot. And make sure that you take advantage 
of good personalization technologies to address your email to each 
recipient. And make sure that you create a page in Facebook for 
your organization, that you create an actual Facebook event for 
each event you’re hosting, that you have one Twitter handle for 
your organization, and that you give each of your events a particu-
lar hashtag. Facebook should be used pre-event and for long-term 
follow up, Twitter during and immediately after. Broadcast your 
event through LinkedIn in the form of status updates, as well. Most 
other social media aren’t really worth spending your resources on 
yet. That’s what I’d do now, as the two have a comparable value. 
Email for the actual invite, social for pretty much everything else. 

See the rest of Max’s response on MeetingsCanada.com

Email vs. social media marketing; Getting sponsors to try something new.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
ON ISSUES OF INTEREST

Q.As part of my event’s sponsorship package, sponsors 
receive podium time. But often what they choose to do 
with their time is boring and the attendees talk through 

it. How can I suggest to our event’s sponsors that they do some-
thing more engaging? After all, it’s their time and they can do 
with it what they like.

A.To make the sponsor’s “podium time” more interesting, I 
suggest outside-the-box ideas. We tend to get stuck in 
traditional formats (i.e. sponsor gets up, talks about his 

brand and sits back down), which, as you said, can be rather bor-
ing for attendees. But, what if you were to create a more dynamic 
opportunity for your sponsors, which in turn would allow them to 
create a better, more lasting impression on the audience? 

Begin by developing a standard format for all sponsors to fol-
low. Rather than offering them say, “five minutes of podium time,” 
give them a theme that they must work within. For example: the 
environment or adapting to today’s consumers, etc. 

Consider finding a way to have them deliver their message in a 
more dynamic way. This could be in the format 
of a Q&A (i.e. three questions each sponsor 
must answer during their presentation). En-
sure the questions are relevant and interesting 
to the audience. 

Consider a creative video format rather 
than live podium time, whenever possible. 
This, if done correctly, works to make the 
presentation more dynamic. You could work 
with each sponsor in advance of the event (or 

onsite) to pre-record the answers to the three questions. 
If budget is an issue, consider building this cost into the spon-

sorship package. Then, each sponsor could take to the podium 
to introduce their video, without having to say too much else.  In 
doing this, you’re taking a more creative format and delivering the 
same content in a way that will enhance the audience experience. 

By putting more thought and effort into these sponsorship 
presentations you’ll not only engage your audience, but also do 
your sponsors a favour, giving them a platform to actually connect 
in a meaningful way. 

DO YOU HAVE A QUESTION? Email cotsuka@meetingscanada.com 
with your industry-related query and M+IT will call upon an expert 
to answer it in an upcoming issue. All questions are anonymous to  
protect the privacy of our reader

M+IT EXPERT 
BEN MOORSOM
Debut Group

M+IT EXPERT 
MAX VALIQUETTE
Benison Byrne

+ASK AN EXPERT
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My first question to the audience at the CanSPEP 2014 conference 
in Ottawa was this: “Put up your hand if you or someone you know 
is in the market for a tennis instructor.” 

In an audience of roughly 100 people, zero hands went up. Not 
surprising given the fact that it was February and no one there 
was really thinking about tennis.

After a few minutes I asked the same question again. This time 
roughly 30 people put their hands up. That’s a 3,000 per cent 
increase in interest in just a few minutes! 

Why would so many people, all of the sudden, be in the market 
for a tennis instructor? Read on and I’ll explain.

When we speak about our business, whether it’s to an audience 
of one or 1,000, our goal should be to stand out and be remem-
bered. But many of us just say the same things as everyone else; 
we say nothing that distinguishes us from others who are in the 
same business.  It’s a trap many business people fall into and from 
which the vast majority never escape.

So how does one get noticed and be remembered?  How does 
one elevate interest in their business from zero to nearly half the 
audience at a national conference in just a few minutes?

It’s all in creating a story in which the listener can place 
themselves.

There are many formulas for creating the “elevator pitch” or 
“infomercial” but the very best way, by far, to pique the interest of 
your listener is to bring them into a story that takes them on a jour-
ney from a known problem to a viable solution in just a few seconds.

I would guess that most of your prospects think they know 
what an event planner does. Just as you may think you know what 
a tennis instructor does.  What’s worse is that your prospects most 
likely think that all event planners do basically the same thing, 
just as you might think that all tennis instructors do basically the 
same thing. 

Whether they are correct or not is irrelevant; they think they 
know and it’s that perception that must be changed in order to 
make you stand out and be remembered.

Here are three principles, which, if you adopt them into your 
networking, can profoundly change how you are perceived by 
your prospects:

1. You don’t actually have to be different to stand out. You just 
have to appear to be different.  

2. You appear to be different by the language that you use.
3. It’s not enough that they understand your message, they 

must be able to repeat it.
How is all that accomplished? Through the power of story!
By changing the language that you use from process driven 

to outcome driven and by taking your listener on a journey from 
problem to solution, you can make your message stand out, be 
remembered and, most importantly, be repeated. Perhaps an ex-
ample might be of value. Brian came to me a few years ago and 
told me that he was going to all the networking events, speaking 
to a ton of people, following up with all the leads and still wasn’t 
getting the business he needed. 

I asked Brian that question that we all dread: “What do you do?”
He responded, “I’m a tennis instructor.”
Well, we have already seen how much interest there usually is 

in tennis instructors. So we made Brian appear to be different by 
changing the language that he used so that his message would 
not only be understood, but also repeated.

If you ran into Brian today and asked him what he does, he would 
say something like this: “Have you ever noticed how so many kids 
seem to have so much energy that they’re bouncing off the walls 
and their parents get frustrated because they have no idea what 
to do with them? Well, I take kids of any age onto a tennis court, 
I absolutely exhaust them and hand them back to their parents!”

Put up your hand if you or someone you know is in the market 
for a tennis instructor. Leave your hand up if you could repeat 
Brian’s description of what he does to a friend or colleague. That’s 
the power of a story.

I’m going to leave you with this challenge: Take a look at 
how you describe what you do. If the language and story you’re 
telling isn’t memorable and repeatable, change it. You’ll see 
an immediate difference in how people perceive you and your 
business. 

—Steve Lowell is a professional keynote speaker and trainer. He is the author of 

“From Stage Fright to Spotlight.” stevelowell.com

+BUSINESSMATTERS

THE POWER 
OF STORIES
How to stand up, stand out and 
be remembered. BY STEVE LOWELL
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Shiny New Object Syndrome. It’s hard to resist. As event plan-
ners, it’s easy to get swept up in wanting more attendees and 
bigger and better sponsorships. This focus can often distort our 
business priorities and event goals. According to research from 
TARP Worldwide, it is five times cheaper to keep a customer than 
to gain a new one. So if the No. 1 priority of “shiny and new” is all 
wrong, then event planners may very well be damaging relation-
ships with their existing base, those who, if retained, would help 
bring in new attendees, more referrals, and bigger sponsorships 
based on their satisfaction and word of mouth.

Where some people don’t seem to have their priorities straight, 
pop star Lady Gaga understands that focusing on current custom-
ers is the key to building long-term, sustainable audience loyalty. 
With 23 million albums sold, five Grammy awards, and Forbes’ 
distinction as one of the world’s most powerful celebrities, Gaga is 
one of the most well known pop artists in the world. While known 
as much for her voice as for her over-the-top wardrobe, few rec-
ognize Gaga for her stunning business acumen, which has earned 
her legions of loyal fans worldwide. Gaga is one of the most fol-
lowed people in social media, with 41 million Twitter followers and 
65 million “likes” on Facebook. But she and her manager, Troy 
Carter, spend most of their efforts focused on just one percent 
of her fan base, the die-hard fans Gaga calls her “Little Monsters.” 
I call these super-engaged customers the “One Percenters,” the 
core group of customers making up about one percent of an or-
ganization’s customer base.

This idea of the One Percenters came through research I con-
ducted for my 2007 book, Citizen Marketers, written with coauthor, 
Ben McConnell. We looked at online communities and tracked what 
percentage of members created content and were most engaged. 
We found it amounted to just one percent of the total community. 
This disproportionate number of super-engaged members was cre-
ating most of the value for the rest of the community.

In February 2012, Gaga and her manager created their own pri-
vate social network for the Little Monsters, which can be found 
at Littlemonsters.com. The community looks like a cross between 

Building loyalty the Lady Gaga way.

FINDING YOUR  
EVENT EVANGELISTS

Pinterest and Reddit, with a scrolling wall of Gaga fan art and 
photos submitted by the Little Monsters. Fans can set up profiles, 
message each other, and find links to concert dates. The pop star 
is on the site weekly, posting special messages to fans, “liking” and 
commenting on their fan art and participating in chat discussions.

Smart event planners, focused on creating more event loyal-
ty, can take a page out of Gaga’s playbook. This first step is to 
identify your event-evangelists to begin the strategic work of en-
gaging them.

On-site, these One Percenters are key. They rev up other at-
tendees, foster participation and guide others to the need-to-be 
places. This can be especially helpful for internal events where at-
tendees are forced to attend and might need a cheerleader, or for 
association events where excitement means memberships. Plan-
ners can help facilitate this by granting One Percenters an onsite 
version of Littlemonsters.com to share their thoughts, either 
through giving them extra incentives to participate in network-
ing events, allowing them to give the daily announcements or en-
couraging them to share their thoughts on social media using the 
event hashtag.

After the event is over, these are going to be the same people 
who you’ll want to feature in future marketing campaigns as event 
champions. For third-party planners, this word of mouth market-
ing could also mean referrals. It’s great to showcase quotes from 
happy clients, but even better to show off ecstatic attendees. 

So where have you been focusing your efforts: on ways of woo-
ing new attendees or tending to your most loyal few? Who are 
your One Percenters and are you giving them a chance to connect 
to each other and to you, building those loyal bonds? So much 
more than a catchy verse, latex and lust, Lady Gaga can teach the 
events industry how to lead with loyalty, success and gratitude. 

Jackie Huba has written three books on customer loyalty, including Monster 

Loyalty: How Lady Gaga Turns Followers into Fanatics and is a sought-after 

keynote speaker. See her keynote presentation at IncentiveWorks August 20th 

at the Metro Toronto Convention Centre. jackiehuba.com

BY JACKIE HUBA

See Jackie Huba speak at 

AUGUST 20, 2014
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The most challenging thing for me when I 
began my career was…
recognizing and understanding the generation gap. Yes, I under-
stood that a person who wasn’t the same age as me might see 
things differently, but I completely underestimated how large that 
gap was. It took me months to figure out that a generational di-
lemma was the root of communication, work style and expecta-
tion disconnects. This issue isn’t going away any time soon, but 
being aware of the gap and making efforts to streamline com-
munication makes a tremendous difference. 

People shouldn’t underestimate me because…
I will always get back up. One year ago, I lost my job, witnessed 
the Boston Marathon bombings, and moved back in with my par-
ents (gasp!) to save money while carefully and thoughtfully se-
lecting my next career move. Today looks nothing like 2013—and 
I’m so glad! Life is about perspective. When you get pushed down, 
you can either feel sorry for yourself, or you can look the world in 
the eye and challenge the next life knockout. 

I think our industry could truly benefit from…
listening to one another. Our industry has a tremendous impact 
on cultural shifts. We bring people together for a common pur-
pose and we control the way people interact with one another. 
We have the power to change so much about the world around us, 
such as transitioning sustainable “efforts” to industry standards, 
putting women in higher roles of responsibility (considering the 
majority of our industry is female, this should be easy!), and con-
necting people in an industry where for the first time ever, all four 

generations work together. How do we do this? By hearing what 
other people have to say. Give people a voice and you give them 
power—power that can create great change. 

I plan to make my mark by…
continuing to create and maintain meaningful relationships with 
my peers. I believe that we work in an industry with some of the 
brightest, hardest working, most passionate people out there. I 
want to meet as many of those people as I can, and I want them to 
know me, too. I have the most amazing mentors in the world, so 
I plan to continue passing along all of the knowledge and experi-
ence I can to others around me. 

One thing most people don’t know about me is…
I’m passionate about empowering women to accelerate their roles 
in the workplace. Whether that means being more self-assured 
and confident in a male-dominated boardroom or deciding to 
stop talking trash about other female colleagues, I’m all about 
women choosing to better the overall work experience. That’s why 
I co-founded Stiletto Empire, a movement created to end bullying 
amongst women in the workplace. 

In 10 years, I see myself…
trying to find balance between being a mother, a wife, a career 
woman, a sister, a daughter, and a friend. I want it all… and you 
know what? I believe it’s possible. I appreciate people who choose 
to work for what they want, and I will continue to fight for living 
the best life I can. I see myself making a difference in the world, 
because that’s what’s important to me.  

+TWENTYSOMETHING

Name: Courtney Stanley 

Title: Marketing Coordinator

Company: EventMobi

Age: 25

Education: Bachelor of Applied Arts, Central 
Michigan University (Major: Recreation, Parks & Leisure 
Services Administration. Minor(s): Hospitality,  
Event Management, Leadership Studies)

Association membership (past and present): 
Meeting Professionals International (MPI)
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I remember the first time I heard the expression “hangry.” My boy-
friend was describing a male friend of his who was angry as a result 
of not eating. It’s a comical descriptor, and one that conjured up 
images of a grown man stomping around like a bear because he 
hadn’t yet satisfied his hunger pangs. After the laughter subsided, I 
scoffed at the thought. We’re not animals, or infants for that matter. 
We don’t yell or cry when we’re hungry.

But then it happened. My boyfriend and I were chit-chatting 
about who knows what, and I found myself inexplicably irritated 
and out of sorts. Everything seemed wrong, yet when pressed to 
explain myself, I was at a loss. 

And then my boyfriend asked, “Do you need a sandwich?”
“What?” I thought, astounded and frankly a little upset by the 

question. But it turns out I did. Within moments of eating, I relaxed. 
My head was clear, my body was satiated, and I couldn’t remem-
ber why I was being so difficult.

THE SCIENCE OF HANGRY
Before you chalk this up to a coincidence or my own individual 
sensitivities, you should know there’s actually some science to 
support this idea. In a study released last month, researchers 
found a link between anger and low blood sugar levels. Research-
ers from Ohio State University studied 107 married couples for 
three weeks. Each night, they measured their glucose levels and 
asked each participant to stick pins in a voodoo doll representing 
his or her spouse (to indicate aggressive feelings). The research-
ers found the lower the blood sugar levels, the more pins they 
pushed into the doll. Brad Bushman, psychology researcher and 
lead author of the study explains “we need glucose for self-con-
trol” and “anger is the emotion that most people have difficulty 
controlling.”

So are low blood sugar levels the culprit? Lynnel Neuendorf, 
RNCP, a North Vancouver-based holistic nutritionist and director of 
nutrition at the Health & Fitness Alliance, agrees there is a link. “If 
we go too long without a meal, our blood sugar will dip causing 
symptoms that can include irritability, trouble concentrating, confu-
sion, nervousness, shakiness, and anxiety. I see it all the time in my 
practice—particularly with busy people who are always on the go.”   

A 2011 study found the same result, but a different cause. This 
University of Cambridge study published in Biological Psychiatry 
found that serotonin levels fluctuate when people are stressed out 
or haven’t eaten. Since serotonin is a neurotransmitter that regu-
lates mood, when serotonin levels rise and fall, it affects the part of 
the brain that allows people to control their anger and regulate their 
emotional impulses.

THE ANTI-HANGRY PLAN

1. EAT EVERY 3-4 HOURS

2. PACK HEALTHY SNACKS (APPLE, TRAIL MIX)

3. AVOID CARB-HEAVY MEALS

4. ALWAYS MAKE TIME TO EAT

MUST. 
EAT. 
NOW.
Timing is everything.
BY CHRISTINE OTSUKA

+GOOD FOR YOU
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good for your group

And if you’re hungry because you’re dieting, look out! According 
to a recent study published in the Journal of Consumer Research, 
people who ate an apple instead of chocolate for dietary reasons 
were more likely to choose violent movies over milder ones. So 
maybe there really is something to this “hangry” business?

THE HUNGER BENEFIT
So being hungry affects our emotions, no doubt. But its reach ex-
tends even further than that.  

What you have in your belly can impact your intelligence. Re-
searchers at the Yale Medical School found that the stimulation of 
hunger causes mice to absorb information quickly and to retain it 
better, effectively making them smarter. And that’s likely to be true 
for humans as well. Tamas Horvath, chairman of Yale’s comparative 
medicine program told The New York Times that the finding, while 
startling, “makes sense.” 

“When you’re hungry, you need to focus your entire system on 
finding food in the environment,” says Horvath. In fact, some biolo-
gists believe that human intelligence itself evolved because it made 
early hominids more effective hunters, gatherers and foragers. In-
teresting stuff.

The key here is just not to eat too much. “If we pack too much 
food into our body at once, digestion slows to a crawl, blood sugar 
gets out of whack, and the body has a very hard time processing 
the meal leading to an immune response with symptoms such as fa-
tigue, joint pain, headaches and irritability,” says Neuendorf. “One of 
the most energy consuming functions your body does is digesting 
food.” Neuendorf suggests small healthy meals will allow the body 
to do its job effectively leaving you energized and focused.

Eating a meal or snack every three to four hours has proven to 
be most effective for balancing blood sugar and mood stability for 
Neuendorf’s clients, and in her experience what you eat can have an 
even greater impact on your mood than when you eat. 

“If someone is eating a bagel, then a donut, and finally moves 
on to a plate of pasta, their mood will plummet and they will be 

nodding off at their desk,” she says. “Conversely, if they have an 
apple and some almonds followed by a quinoa salad, and then veg-
gies and hummus, they will have more energy, be more productive, 
and be in a much better mood. Eating the right foods will keep you 
sustained for longer, will allow you to listen to your body, and get 
on a schedule or rhythm that works for you.” 

Finally don’t forget to drink enough water. “One of the most 
common causes of fatigue is mild dehydration,” says Neuendorf. 
“Getting enough water throughout the day has been shown to sig-
nificantly boost cognitive function.”

So the next time you feel inexplicably irritable or simply out of 
sorts, take pause and think about the last time you ate. Taking a bite 
of an apple could prevent you from biting someone’s head off. It’s 
tastier too.  

—Christine Otsuka is Associate Editor of Meetings + Incentive Travel

There is such a thing as an optimal menu and eating schedule for 
delegates. Lynnel Neuendorf, RNCP and director of nutrition at the 
Health & Fitness Alliance suggests a menu that consists of protein, 
healthy fats (ie. avocado, coconut oil, fish oil, olives, chia seeds etc) 
and good carbs (ie. brown rice, yams, quinoa, oats, vegetables and 
fruit) to help balance mood, blood sugar and support cognitive 
function. Consuming sugar, white carbs, alcohol, and too much caf-
feine triggers low moods, irritability, and reduced productivity. So 

ditch the danishes and baked goods at breakfast and coffee breaks. 
“It is best to avoid sugar, white carbs, wheat products, and too 
much caffeine.  One cup of coffee is generally okay, but anything 
above that ends up triggering a crash cycle,” says Neuendorf. “In-
stead, have a glass of water, some green tea, and opt for foods that 
help with alertness, focus, and energy such as any combination of 
the following:  bananas, seeds, nuts, avocados, eggs, chicken, whole 
grains, greens.”

Gum chewing is good for the brain
In a study published in Nutritional Neuro-
science, researchers found that chewing 
gum can help you stay alert and multi-
task. The reason for this was thought  
to be that the act of chewing can be 
stimulating because it sends a signal  
that nutrients are en route to the brain. 
Chewing also activates the jaw muscles, 
waking us up, and finally many gums offer 
a small amount of sugar that can reduce 
hunger pangs and give us a slight jolt 
of energy. So if there’s no food around, 
chewing gum might do the trick.

25¢
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M+IT’s 2014 SALARY SURVEY

MONEY MATTERS
How does your paycheque stack up?

BY CHRISTINE OTSUKA
Ever wondered if you’re making enough? Whether you think you’re well com-
pensated, or underpaid, we’re here to help. Each year, Meetings + Incentive 
Travel asks Canadian meeting planners the questions you’re dying to know the 
answer to—How much do third-party planners make? How do planners’ salaries 
in the West compare to the GTA? How much vacation time do my peers receive? 
The survey, conducted in January 2014 is the only one of its kind in the country, 
making it possible for you to compare yourself to more than 300 of your Can-
adian peers. It may be just the wake-up call you or your employer needs to issue 
an overdue pay increase or vacation bump-up.
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YOUR PAYCHEQUE
When it comes to dollars and cents, see how 
you and your peers stack up with M+IT’s 
Canadian salary averages.

MEN
$86,631

WOMEN
$67,661

That’s almost a 
$20,000 difference!

$59,646 
Age 30 and Younger

$72,098 
Age 31 to 50

$72,121 
Age 51 and Over

2014
SALARY
SURVEY

$81,641 
Over 20 years 

$71,644
16 to 20 years

$68,096 
11 to 15 years

$63,628 
5 to 10 years

$62,924 
Less than 5 years of Experience

 Association Member $75,596

 Non-Association Member $65,873

Good news for associations!

$66,104 
Association/Non-Profit/Government 

$68,929
Corporate

$79,537 
Independent/Third Party

$75,871 
Western Canada

$51,950 
Atlantic Provinces

$74,583 
Quebec

$70,745 
Ontario

$70,993 
Greater Toronto Area

Western Canadian 
planners make more 
than anywhere else 
in the country

GENDER

LOCATION

EXPERIENCE
AGE

SECTOR

ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP
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MORE THAN THE MONEY
While the zeroes on each paycheque are undoubtedly important, employers are looking 

for other (and in some cases non-monetary) ways to keep their employees happy.

2014
SALARY
SURVEY

On top of vacation time, 45% of planners receive overtime 
pay or comp time for working more than 40 hours a week,  
but 10% don’t take it.

None

4%

Vacation
and

lieu time

2 weeks10%

3 weeks

29%

4 weeks31%

5 weeks

17%

6 or more 

weeks

9%

The Happiness Factor
Planners’ satisfaction with their total compensation package 
(including vacation, rewards and employer flexibility)  
increases their happiness with their job by nearly 10%!

79% 
Satisfied with remuneration

87% 
Satisfied with total compensation package

 Very important 82%

Somewhat important 14%

Not very important 3%

Not very important 2%

Flexibility
How important is your employer’s flexibility?

Planners want flexibility in their workday so  
they can attend doctor’s appointments and  
child-related events.

Rewards
Employers Provide their Planner Employees:

Planners consider FAM trips to be an essential part of  
their job, but also as a ‘perk’ to their job. Other factors  
that rated high are pensions, the ability to work from home, 
RRSP matching, profit sharing and health and wellness/ 
fitness subsidy.

PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 

38%

YEAR-END
CASH BONUS 

37%

VACATION TIME/
LIEU TIME 

34%

 
NO REWARDS/

INCENTIVES 

26%

RECOGNITION 
AWARDS OR 

CERTIFICATES 

22%

ORGANAZATION
MERCHANDISE 

14%

 
GIFT

CERTIFICATES 

12%

CASH
REWARDS 

9%

INCENTIVE TRAVEL
INDIVIDUAL TRIPS 

6%

INCENTIVE TRAVEL
GROUP TRIPS 

6%

CATALOGUE
ITEMS 

6%
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 W
hether transitioning from the planner side to a supplier role, or vice versa, an abundance of 
meetings professionals are making moves across industry lines these days. Some professionals 
are slipping back and forth under the same fences, while others are zigzagging their way 
through all facets of the game in pursuit of greater knowledge and new challenges. 

The motivating factors are diverse, ranging from simple lifestyle choices to a question of 
survival in an industry that has suffered from harsh economic realities in recent years. Others 
seek greater advancement opportunities in overlapping sectors, reinforcing the notion that 

the meetings industry as a whole is more intricately connected than some might think.
No matter what the motivation, professionals who have ventured across the industry’s broad param-

eters adamantly believe that their career moves are destined to provide them with more w ell-rounded 
experiences that will benefit their employers and clients in the long run.

However, on a personal level, the trend begs the question as to whether the grass is necessarily greener 
on the other side of the fence? In taking a closer look at people making moves in the meetings industry, 
M+IT reached out to planners who have taken a leap of faith to find out why they did it and what their 
experiences have been like.

 

KYRA WHALE, Sales Coordinator 
TRUMP INTERNATIONAL HOTEL & TOWER TORONTO
A graduate of Ryerson University in Hospitality and Tourism Man-
agement, Edmonton native Kyra Whale began her full-time career 
as a program manager for Meridican Incentive Consultants before 
continuing her pursuit of greater industry knowledge with Trump 
International Hotel & Tower Toronto.

“I always volunteered for different positions in school, in as many 
different areas as possible,” she explains. “I was looking for more 
industry experience when I made the move, which gives me great 
exposure to the supplier side.”

Whale finds herself applying soft skills and basic knowledge 
learned as a planner to her new supplier role. She also credits her 
time as a planner for providing her with multi-tasking abilities, 
which she now applies to supporting seven sales managers with 
detailed tasks.

“One great advantage is being able to understand how planners 
think, so I can prepare for what they might ask for  and be pro-
active,” says Whale, who joined Trump in June 2013. “It helps me 
understand our clients better, which is a great asset for our team.”

Understanding how planners and suppliers link together has 
provided Whale with a broader perspective of the industry, allowing 
her to enter into areas such as contract  concessions with a better 
understanding of what her clients need…and why they need it.

On a financial level, the move has been lateral, but with greater 
advancement opportunities in a large corporation. She also cashed 
in her travel perks for more local stability, which provides her with  
more of a grounded balance.

“There are pros and cons to both, and  for me a large part was 
a lifestyle adjustment when you make that kind of transition,” she 
explains. “But the move has really helped me in my career growth 
and I think that opens a lot of doors.”

JULIA WILLIAMS, General Manager
MONIKER PARTNERS
Spanning 24 years in the meetings industry, Julia Williams’s career 
has moved from third-party planner to the supplier side and back, 
with the added distinction of taking on a teaching role.

After 14 years in the industry, Williams transitioned into a sup-
plier role with InterContinental, where she experienced a little bit 
of the downside of making such a transition. Her former colleagues 
appeared receptive, but not comfortable.

“As much as we all work together, it wasn’t easy for the person 
who hired me, who was a former client,” she recalls.

Williams re-evaluated her career goals and decided to accept 
a pay-cut in the name of the bigger picture, moving from a senior 
executive position to sales manager. In many other ways, the move 
has been lateral, with both positions requiring similar hours and 
travel, but with vastly different tasks attached to both.

“As a supplier, one thing I found was that I didn’t like that my 
time was not being respected by some of our clients,” she confess-
es. “But it gave me an appreciation of how important relationships 
are in this industry and it has pushed me to be a better client now.”

She appreciates her part-time teaching position at George 
Brown College, where she is able to pass down her knowledge to 
transitioning students.

“I believe that knowledge is meant to be shared, and our indus-
try is far from being black and white,” she says. “When I was in 
school, the teachers were far-removed from the industry, but the 
first-hand experience that I bring to the room is fresh and current.”

In the end, Williams is happy with the career choices she has made 
and is thrilled to be helping other people to get where they want to go.

“I’ve come full circle in this industry and my clients appreciate that 
I am very well connected,” she says. “I’m able to understand what 
they need because I’ve experienced all aspects of the industry.”

FROM PLANNER TO SUPPLIER
  FROM PLANNER TO SUPPLIER TO PLANNER…AND TEACHER
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DEBBIE COTTON-BURINSKI, Senior Sales and Product Planner
EVENT SPECTRUM INC.
Zigzagging her way through the industry, Debbie Cotton-Burinski has 
moved from planner to supplier and back and forth again, gaining in-
valuable experience along the way. After seven years on the supplier 
side with Sandals & Beaches Resorts, the travel aspect felt too taxing 
for the wife and mother, who opted to return to the planner world.

“It was something that I knew and, crossing through the industry 
like I was, you become aware of how important your contacts are,” 
she explains. “People I met through the supplier side gave me a 
better understanding of how different components of the industry 
work, and gave me an inside track to people who are in a position 
to resolve tricky issues.”

While the move back to the planner side was lateral in terms of a 
base salary, Cotton-Burinski admits that the potential to earn com-
missions in her supplier sales role was far greater in scope. However, 
as far as hours are concerned, things are viewed from a much more 
lateral perspective.

“Whether you are a planner or a supplier, you’re in a customer-
oriented industry and you end up working crazy hours,” she says. 
“The work may be different, but the end result is being rewarded 
with new business, and you need to put in the hours to get it done.”

Like other move makers, Cotton-Burinski feels that she is a bet-
ter-rounded industry professional as a result.

“I understand pricing structures better now, so I know what I can 
ask for in terms of concessions,” she explains. “I know how to bring 
my client real value in ways that I might not have known before.”

TRACEY MANION, Business Development Manager, North America
MERIDICAN
After handling the Canadian incentives market for 16 years for a 
San Diego-based DMC, Tracey Manion left her position as global 
sales manager to join Meridican.

“There were very few disadvantages to the transition, partly 
because I stayed within the industry, but also because the two 
companies had very similar cultures and processes,” she says. “Al-
though I am now competing against former third-party clients now, 
I maintained many of my direct client contacts, so my pre-existing 
network was another advantage.”

She also credits her experience on the planner side with provid-
ing her with a better appreciation for the multi-level communication 
process, noting that it can be frustrating to put proposals together 
for clients that you never hear from again, without learning why you 
didn’t get the business.

“One of the things I have brought to my role is to be communi-
cative and supportive of our supplier-partners,” she says. “After all, 
they are one of our strongest resources.”

On a salary basis, the move was initially lateral, but with great-
er opportunity for an increase. Her current position also gives her 
greater flexibility and control over her day-to-day schedule. Manion 
also appreciates working with repeat clients, noting that the constant 
search for new business on the DMC side can be much more taxing. 

“The quality of life in my current world is much higher, but my 
experience as a DMC is an asset for both Meridican and my clients,” 
she says. “I look at the day-to-day elements from a more detailed 
level now and my experience has given me a unique edge that 
makes me feel strong and confident in my current role.”

JESSICA WARD, Conference and Events Manager
CANADIAN SOLAR INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION
After working mainly for independents her whole career, Jessica 
Ward took on a position as an in-house planner in 2013, joining the 
Canadian Solar Industries Association. With the meetings industry 
still reeling from the effects of the economic crisis, it was an oppor-
tunity to work in a growing sector.

“The biggest factor for me was the stability,” she explains. “Not 
having to seek out clients allows me to focus on planning events.”

Ward also relishes the freedom associated with her new role, 
as well as the time afforded for staying abreast of new industry 
developments, further honing her skills.

“I actually have direct access to decision makers now, which 
gives us greater flexibility to grow our events,” she says. “I also 
get to attend professional development events and learn about 
changing trends, rather than spending that time on business 
development.”

On the downside, she admits that the loss of ability to work with 
new clients and fresh ideas takes a little bit of the spice out of the 
job, but she doesn’t regret the move one bit. Security and a lateral 
financial move fit well with Ward, who continues to hear of col-
leagues on the other side of the fence losing their jobs.

“That means that there will be even more independents out 
there, all looking for the same business,” she stresses. “With more 
site selection companies and independents out there every day, it’s 
just not sustainable.”

SYBILLE BRAULT, Convention Services Manager
TOURISME MONTRÉAL
Sybille Brault is another industry professional who has been 
around the horn, moving from a DMC to Carlson Marketing and 
onto partnership in an independent, before moving in-house with 
Tourisme Montréal.

“It turned my world around a little after starting from a DMC 
perspective,” she admits. “Carlson was far more meeting planner 
oriented, while being a partner with an independent provided a 
totally different perspective in terms of wondering where your work 
is going to come from.”

She moved on to Tourisme Montréal, where she continued to ab-
sorb new industry knowledge, learning how much a tourism bureau 
can do from a destination marketing perspective.

“It has opened up a totally different realm of information, hav-
ing done a multitude of different things in the industry previously,” 
she says. “And my experience allows me to bring something extra 
to our clients, since not everyone who comes into a city deals with 
professional meeting planners.”

While her reasons for making moves have been numerous, 
Brault firmly believes in the concept of choosing your opportunities 
wisely. The timing was right, the job was right and it was the next 
logical step in her quest to continue learning within the industry. 
The move even made sense financially, with a modest increase and 
that still allowed her to travel.

“I have to say that I don’t regret any of the moves I have made in 
the industry, as they have provided many opportunities for growth, 
but I am enjoying what I’m doing now, more than ever.”  

—David Pye is a Montreal-based freelance writer.

  FROM SUPPLIER TO PLANNER
  FROM INDEPENDENT TO IN-HOUSE
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Sally Hogshead
Author, Fascinate

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 20, 2014
METRO TORONTO CONVENTION CENTRE

It’s not just crazy outfits, over-the-top 
performances, and catchy tunes that have 
made Lady Gaga one of the most successful 
pop stars of all time. Marketers have also 
been awed by her UNCONVENTIONAL 
customer loyalty strategy. With 39 million 
Twitter followers she blows away her peers 
on social media. She has methodically 
built a GRASSROOTS base of what she 
calls her “Little Monsters”—passionate fans 
who look to her not just for music but also 
for joy and inspiration. Marketing expert 
Jackie Huba UNPACKS THE METHOD 
behind Lady Gaga’s success and isolates 
the seven strategies businesses can apply in 
an ENGAGING and interactive presentation 
based on the RESEARCH from her new 
book, Monster Loyalty: How Lady Gaga 
Turns Followers into Fanatics.  

KEYNOTE PRESENTATION

LOYALTY LESSONS 
FROM LADY GAGA

ABOUT JACKIE HUBA
Jackie Huba’s work has been called “the word-of-mouth-gospel” 
by Forbes magazine. An expert on creating and sustaining 
customer loyalty, Jackie is the bestselling author of Monster 
Loyalty: How Lady Gaga Turns Followers into Fanatics, and  
is the co-author of Citizen Marketers: When People are the 
Message, along with Creating Customer Evangelists: How  
Loyal Customers Become a Volunteer Sales Force. Through 
her work, she has helped companies such as Discovery 
Communications, Whirlpool, Dell, Rogers, Yahoo, and Kraft  
to create unprecedented loyalty in their customer base.

Jackie Huba
Word-of-Mouth  
Marketing Expert

MEETINGSCANADA.COM/INCENTIVEWORKS
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SPACES
How hotels and convention centres are 
rethinking meeting and event venues.
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The executives who oversee and sell convention centres and ho-
tel meeting spaces universally describe the events industry as “ro-
bust”, “dynamic” and “flexible.”

After enduring years of recession, the industry seems much 
healthier, competitive and optimistic, an evaluation which is borne 
out in a rash of studies by industry partners. The best news prob-
ably comes from the InterContinental Hotels’ 2013 Business Meet-
ings in a Modern World global research report which surveyed 
2,000 business men and women in the United States, United King-
dom, United Arab Emirates, China and India and found that “nearly 
half (47 per cent) believe they had lost a contract or client simply 
because they didn’t have enough face-to-face meetings, which re-
sulted in an estimated yearly revenue loss of 24 per cent.” In fact, 
the report revealed that 81 per cent of businesspeople state that 
face-to-face meetings are better for building long-term trust and 
ensuring strong client relationships.

Carlson Wagonlit Travel issued a 2014 trends report predicting a 
one-to-two per cent increase in meetings and events. The German 
Convention Bureau produced Meetings and Conventions 2030: A 
Study of Megatrends Shaping Our Industry, which identified greater 
globalization and internationalization as reasons that meetings are 
more important than ever. Face-to-face encounters, it explained, 
address the issues that arise through increased interconnectedness 
of cultures and people.

This renewed demand for meetings is placing new demands 
on meeting spaces. Rod Cameron, the Vancouver-based execu-
tive director of the International Association of Convention Centres 
(AIPC), says conference centres and meeting hotels have a long list 
of industry and infrastructure changes to make to be current and 

competitive. “The first point to make is venues, particularly conven-
tion centres, have a problem because while you can change a meet-
ing format on paper very easily and very quickly, it’s not quite as 
easy to change a building,” he explains. “Convention centre design 
is now totally-focused on how to create and design in flexibility. 
But, there’s a limit to all of it because you can only anticipate so 
much and the rest becomes a matter of having to deal with what 
you’ve got in the face of continual changes in format, expectations, 
service requirements and other things that weren’t even thought 
about 10 or 15 years ago when many of the facilities were built.”

The changing needs of delegates, and thus planners, means that 
convention centres and hotel meeting spaces must engage in mas-
sive rethinks when it comes to decorating, refurbishing, rebuilding 
and building new venues. Today, destinations building new or re-
building facilities are giving greater attention to client wish lists. St. 
John’s, for example, which is spending $60 million to double the 
size of the St. John’s Convention Centre (opening in 2016), went to 
the expense of flying planners in to consult on the initial plans. Kris-
ta Cameron, sales director for Destination St. John’s, is a consultant 
to the committee overseeing the construction. She explains, “The 
people who are going to use it are the people who should have the 
say. So we flew in six veteran planners who were familiar with our 
destination. We brought them in for a day and a half workshop with 
myself, the architects, the designers, IT people and the food and 
beverage people.” Among their recommendations were the number 
and placement of airwalls for the larger ballroom to give greater 
flexibility in room shape. 

In Halifax, which will also open the new Halifax Convention Centre 
in 2016, Dawn Baldwin, the centre’s director of sales reports that they 
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too consulted with planners. “We have been working with a group for 
a while now, not only on the space, but how we market the facility, 
even on the name and logo.”

Whether new or existing, the top challenge for convention cen-
tres and hotels is technology. The Las Vegas Convention Center hosts 
the largest technology-driven shows in the world, including the jug-
gernaut International Consumer Electronics Show (CES). Chris Mey-
er, vice-president of global sales for the Las Vegas Convention and 
Visitors Authority, says that “bandwidth, bandwidth, bandwidth” is 
the most critical item convention centres have to anticipate currently 
from a technology standpoint. “Of course, there are other things like 
food and nutritional changes, but from the technology side it’s all 
about bandwidth and if you are not keeping up and investing in a 
very robust structure you’re not going to be able to host a lot of dif-
ferent events from health care to 
technology,” he says. “The need 
for everything is wireless so that 
puts a lot of strain on 2000-era 
wireless systems.”

In a display of putting its 
money where its mouth is, Mey-
er says the Las Vegas Conven-
tion Center (LVCC) is upping its 
WiFi hotspots from 230 to more 
than 2,600.  

At the Vancouver Convention 
Centre (VCC), vice-president of 
sales and marketing Claire Smith 
says, “I think we’re all running fast to keep up with the demand [of 
technology]. Even five years ago we didn’t see that huge demand 
created by people bringing multiple devices [to an event]. There 
used to be a basic formula for calculating the number of people  
and devices connected at any given time so you more or less knew 
the range you were working with, but that’s no longer the case.”

If you think you have enough bandwidth, think again. The late 
Duchess of Windsor once famously said, “You can never be too rich 
or too thin.” So it is with bandwidth and connectivity in a society 
where everyone crossing your threshold arrives with multiple devices. 
Denise Bradbury, director of sales and marketing at New Brunswick’s 
Algonquin Resort, which has just reopened after a two-year $35 mil-
lion down–to-the-studs renovation, tells the story of being at a recent 
Marriott meeting on the topic of Millennials. “On their top ten list for 
choosing a property, comfort was way down at the bottom. Number 
one was connectivity,” she says. “They’re asking: Can I hook up to my 
TV in my room? How good is the WiFi? How connected can I be?” 

Baldwin says, “The other thing we’re seeing a lot of at confer-
ences now is the need for video, so people wanting to live stream or 
people on-site doing video shoots, capturing the moment. Having 
space for that to happen is really important.”

Christopher Spear, director of sales and marketing at the Fairmont 
Le Chateau Frontenac, which is also coming out of a $75 million reno-
vation that added 73 per cent more meeting space to inventory, says, 
“Strangely enough, contrary to [the digital movement] people still 
want to do rear-screen projection. I guess planners are so used to it 
always being done that way that they will just keep on doing it.”

Digital signage and virtual meetings are two more ways technol-
ogy is manifesting itself in the industry.

Bradbury says, “Our boardroom has an LED Smart TV for ease 
of connectivity. We can accommodate virtual meetings, but people 
aren’t really asking to use them. People want to know you have the 
ability, but at the end of the day we’re not getting a lot of requests 
to have virtual meetings. It was a big topic a while ago.”

Digital signage, however, remains a big topic. Large hotels and 
convention centres are installing flat screen TVs to help identify 
what’s happening in session rooms and how to traverse the prop-
erty. Some signs have the additional feature of being swipeable, like 
a smartphone or tablet, to provide maps of the building and local 
area as well as tourist information. Smith says five years ago when 
the VCC opened, they built in an electronic program that allows 

them to do great things with 
signage. “We put it all through 
the building so we were almost 
ahead of ourselves in that we 
found initially our clients weren’t 
using it to its full capability. 
They just wanted the name of 
the session on the room. Even 
though we can do full Twitter 
feeds, digital displays, run vid-
eos and do a lot of things, they 
weren’t necessarily looking at 
how to capitalize on it. Now we 
are seeing people utilizing it as a 

revenue stream, monetizing some of those rooms through sponsor-
ships. So, a veterinary conference might have a pet food company 
sponsor certain sessions and run programming on those signs.”

An offshoot of the increased technology, says Krista Cameron, 
is replacing room keys with programmable wristbands that unlock 
doors. Other advances include sensored lighting and heating. She 
adds that at a conference she attended in early 2014 “a panelist 
from an international hotel company was saying how they’re con-
sidering moving to the 24-hour check-in to accommodate people. 
Meaning if you arrive at 5 p.m. you get till 5 p.m. the next day. So 
the prediction of where hotels will go in the future is to the 24-hour 
check-in to accommodate the traveller.”

Ann Cantin, director of marketing and communications for the 
recently expanded Centre des congrès de Québec (CCQ), says they 
are catering to delegates’ desire to experience the destination, as 
well as planners’ wishes to be green. “We have used technology to 
enhance the design of our space and to bring Québec City into the 
Convention Centre. We have installed  four screen walls to broad-
cast videos and photos. All rooms in our new sector are equipped 
with touch screens to control temperature, light and sound. This is 
not only super useful for clients but also environmentally friendly as 
electricity is not wasted.” 

Claire Smith, who teaches a course for association meeting plan-
ners in Washington, DC, does a session with her students on trends 
and how these trends impact their jobs. “My theme for this year’s 
trends is ‘the delegate is in control.’ As planners, you have to be pre-
pared to let go of some control even though I think people who go 

IF YOU ARE NOT KEEPING UP AND INVESTING 
IN A VERY ROBUST [BANDWIDTH] STRUCTURE 
YOU’RE NOT GOING TO BE ABLE TO HOST A 
LOT OF DIFFERENT EVENTS FROM HEALTH 
CARE TO TECHNOLOGY.

CHANGING 

SPACES

“
“

— CHRIS MEYER, Las Vegas Convention  
and Visitors Authority
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Delta toronto. 
expect even More.
nestled between the air canada centre and the rogers centre and directly connected to the 
Metro toronto convention centre south building via the patH,  Delta toronto is the anchor 
of the city’s coolest new neighbourhood, Southcore (Soco). Soco is an imaginative and inspired 
mix of work/live/play. You can do anything and everything just a few steps from our front doors.

Inspired meetings? absolutely, it is easy to stay focused and engaged. every one of our 
meeting rooms has natural light and is pillar free. the feeling throughout the building is fresh 
and vibrant, light and airy. With 567 guest rooms divided across a 46-storey building, the views 
are breathtaking. 

Delta toronto. opening late 2014. Something new is happening here.
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into planning as a career tend to be very detail oriented and need 
that sense of control over the environment to feel they’ve not missed 
anything. The real challenge is that not only is technology evolving 
but so are delegates’ expectations.”

The degree to which the delegate is now in control is illustrated 
by the new, unorthodox ways groups are using space thanks to the 
mobility provided delegates by facility WiFi.

Smith explains that the foyer is the new meeting room. “Before 
it was traditionally used for registration, maybe a stand-up cocktail 
reception and it’s now a programmed space. So [uses of the foyer 
range] from sponsorship activation and the creation of lounge areas 
for sponsors to mix and mingle with delegates to more informal ses-
sions where what people learn in the meeting room is then continued 
at tables or seating areas in the pre-function spaces. It’s the dele-
gates taking control of a bit of 
their own experience and organ-
izers are having to support that.”

 To facilitate that change 
venues are adding soft furniture 
and clustering chairs so dele-
gates can have ad hoc meetings. 
“I think if you want to point to any 
one factor, it’s the capability that 
social media has to allow people 
to develop spontaneous break-
outs,” says the AIPC’s Cameron. 
“People will be in a session and if 
there’s a Twitter capability there 
could be some aspect of the session where people say, ‘I’d really like 
to talk in more detail about that particular thing, who else is interest-
ed in that?’ Chances are you are communicating with half the room.” 
Delegates then float to the first available space to establish their own 
casual conversation. 

This unorthodox use of space also means room setup is 
changing. In Quebec, Cantin says, “We have been feeling a need for 
more networking and pre-function space for a few years now. Our 
expansion was designed with networking in mind as was the choice 
of furniture. The furniture creates an intimate bubble which is con-
ducive to conducting business in a more informal setting.”

To facilitate this, the CCQ’s new 78,000-sq.-ft. addition includes 
21,173 sq. ft. in pre-function space.

Smith says that in addition to room changes there is a mixing of 
styles, like the part boardroom, part living room she saw at an event 
at the Vancouver Hyatt. “That to me is indicative that we want the 
comforts of home to extend into our meeting experience. Maybe 
not for all of it, but for part of it.”

To accommodate this new informality, furniture purchases are 
also changing. In the last three years, the LVCC has seen so many 
informal settings that they invested heavily in extra sofas and seat-
ing. Meyer notes that theatre- and classroom-styled seating is rarely 
requested and “we’re getting a lot more crescent sets and a lot 
more half round sets so people can spread out a little bit.”

Spreading out is another trend. Several Canadian executives 
noted that groups are now expanding delegate person space from 
two feet to three feet. According to Smith this shift extends to 

dining, with groups abandoning table rounds in favour of squares 
and rectangles. 

These new style room setups also mean groups are asking for 
more space than normal. Baldwin says that they are seeing “new 
and interesting” requests for room sets. “These typically require 
more square footage than what you would expect for the group 
size however, it does allow for more unique meeting experiences for 
delegates,” she explains.

User shifts are also being seen in the website and app categor-
ies.  Meyer says his organization is still getting a lot of requests for 
micro-sites but is seeing decline in the use of apps. “We keep hear-
ing from show organizers that the usage of apps is actually going 
down. I don’t have any empirical data to validate that, but we are 
getting a lot of requests for micro-sites because we have a robust 

collection of information about 
the destination that is updated 
every single day and people 
want to be able to tap into that.”

Pressing the technology front 
Meyer reports receiving a text RFP 
on his smart phone. “I couldn’t 
believe it. It was from a European 
client and we accommodated it.”

Another spinoff of this casual 
connectivity is the trend towards 
natural light. The windowless 
boxes favoured by the industry 
as the ideal way to control the 

environment and exclude distractions is passé. Changing attention 
spans now consider the view as an enhancement to the experience. 
And with a view comes the quest for natural light. The AIPC’s Cam-
eron says, “A lot of spaces have moved from being consciously light 
controlled to consciously naturally lit but in the end you need an abil-
ity to deliver both. Initially light control was largely about maintaining 
attention and enabling high quality audiovisual, but since then a lot 
of the new equipment has made it possible to use areas that are more 
brightly lit. There are still situations where you really do need light 
control, but at the same time people like natural lighting so there 
needs to be a capability for balancing these two.”

This is part of the seeming growth in lifestyle enhancements to 
the meetings sector. Facility location is another hot issue. Millen-
nial delegates want walkable city-centre locations, which provide 
access to hotels, restaurants, shopping, and other amenities. Some 
people may see this as new, others may have decided it shows that 
destinations are actually listening to users. In Halifax, Baldwin says 
planners are interested in iconic architecture that is representative 
of the destination and want some elements of the local culture and 
cuisine brought inside to build delegate interest in the place.

In all, many of the changes required to appeal to delegates seem 
heavily lifestyle driven: natural light, comfortable furniture, local 
cuisine, a walkable location, and a facility which provides a sense 
of place. The functional anonymity of another windowless box is no 
longer good enough.  

— Allan Lynch is a freelance journalist based in New Minas, Nova Scotia.

CHANGING 

SPACES

“
“

— ROD CAMERON,  International Association  
of Convention Centres

VENUES, PARTICULARLY CONVENTION  
CENTRES, HAVE A PROBLEM BECAUSE WHILE 
YOU CAN CHANGE A MEETING FORMAT ON 
PAPER VERY EASILY AND VERY QUICKLY, IT’S 
NOT QUITE AS EASY TO CHANGE A BUILDING.
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Follow us!

InternationalCentre.com
6900 Airport Road, Mississauga, Ontario  
905.677.6131 / tf 1.800.567.1199

For Trevor Lui, puTTing on a greaT evenT 
is more Than jusT a job. iT’s a passion. 
As the Director of Operations and Sustainability, Trevor is committed to the 
success of the over 450 events hosted each year at The International Centre. 
“We attend to every detail from crisp linens, to the perfect temperature 
and even that special Tweet.” They say that you are only as good as your 
last event and with an endless calendar, you better love what you do. 
His expertise is in hospitality, event management and sustainability but
his true strength, however, is the relationships he has with his team,
with his partners and with his clients. “We’re a family. People come
to us because we make it happen and we’ll do whatever it takes.”
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 As the host venue for over 450 events every year,  
The International Centre is consistently the preferred 
choice of business-event planners. 

We’re making a good thing even better, thanks to  
a $4.5-million renewal project that will dramatically 

enhance our one-million-sq.-ft. facility by cleverly merging  
functionality, versatility and sleek, modern design throughout.

The renovation will transform the main entrance to Hall 1 by  
creating a bright, modern lobby outfitted with sleek stone floors and 
dramatic architectural features. Set to be completed in summer 2014, 
that phase of the renewal will create a smartly designed lobby space 
offering tremendous versatility for events of all sizes and types. 

In addition, a multi-functional new connector building will be 
built to improve flow between Hall 5 and the rest of the facility. 
Blending functionality and design, this dynamic and inviting area 
will accommodate larger booth and displays, lounge areas and food 
and beverage stations. A completion date is slated for spring 2014.

In order to streamline accessibility throughout our facility,  
The International Centre has enhanced its external and internal 
way-finding systems to better guide visitors via updated, easy-to-
understand and visually pleasing external and internal navigation. 
On top of that, we have replaced all main entrance signs with new 
full-colour LED screens.

On the trade-show and conference side, we’re one of North Amer-
ica’s largest venues, offering more than 548,000 sq. ft. of total exhibi-

tion and meeting space. Our six exhibit halls and adjoining 
48,000-sq.-ft. conference centre offer uncommonly impressive  
versatility, whether it’s Hall 2, with more than 125,500 sq. ft. of 
space; the intimate, 530-sq.-ft. Aquarius Room, in the conference 
centre; and just about any size or configuration in between.  
Specifically designed with planners in mind, our elegant, single-level 
conference centre is the perfect setting for meetings, event-related 
seminars or receptions, in whatever size and type you require.

And planners are singing our praises! For the second year in a 
row, The International Centre received M+IT magazine’s Readers’ 
Choice Award, which recognized us as the leading venue in Central 
Canada (without bedrooms) that exceeded Canadian meeting and 
event planners’ expectations.

Also exceeding expectations is our peerless culinary component,  
led by our award-winning Executive Chef Tawfik Shehata and his 
team of kitchen wizards who craft exceptional experiences that can be  
customized to suit any gastronomic style and accommodate all dietary 
requirements. Our innovative dining concepts include our permanent 
restaurant, Craft Eatery  – serving made-to-order classics and daily 
specials. Our “to-go” mini version of our Craft Eatery dishes up  
contemporary global cuisine perfect for your busy event floor.

When it comes to technology, WiFi hotspots are located in  
The International Centre, in Craft Eatery, and in the conference centre 
throughout the grand lobby. For more elaborate telecommunications  
or greater speeds, our team of tech specialists will work with you to 
configure precisely the service bundle you require.

Moreover, The International Centre is a 15-minute drive from 
downtown Toronto and mere minutes from Toronto Pearson  
International Airport, Canada’s busiest air-travel hub. We feature 
free parking for over 5,000 vehicles and more than 40 international, 
top-shelf hotels right at our doorstep. 

Factor everything in and for sure, There’s Something Happening 
Here! •

For more information, visit www.internationalcentre.com
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105 Princes’ Blvd., Exhibition Place, Toronto, Ontario  416 263 3000  sales@allstreamcentre.com

With free Wi-Fi Internet, spacious lounges and 
pre-function spaces, natural light and picturesque 
lakeside views, the state-of-the-art Allstream Centre 
is the perfect place to host your next meeting, 
convention or special event.

Start planning now. Visit allstreamcentre.com.

Engage
at Canada’s Greenest Conference Centre
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 Allstream Centre, at Exhibition Place, on Toronto’s water-
front, is Canada’s premier environmentally-friendly 
meeting venue for groups of 50 to 2,000 delegates.

Prime among Allstream Centre’s many eco-
friendly attributes is its LEED Silver (Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design) Certification from the Canada Green 
Building Council. In fact, Allstream Centre is the first conference 
facility in Canada to earn prestigious LEED Silver Certification.

On the event side, we offer a 44,260-sq.-ft. ballroom—Toronto’s 
largest divisible, column-free ballroom—that can be split into two 
rooms and is served by an 8,000-sq.-ft. kitchen, pre-function rooms 
and spacious lounges and lobbies. Second-floor meeting rooms 
allow multiple configurations for guests and feature minimal  
sound transmission, a spacious sun-filled corridor with lake views, 
and five lounges.

Handling culinary duties is Cerise Fine Catering, Allstream 
Centre’s exclusive food and beverage provider who will feed your 
group impeccably.  

Cerise Fine Catering is brought to you through an association 
with the Windsor Arms Hotel, acclaimed for its history of 
catering to the city’s distinguished social clientele, and Centerplate, 

recognized for its event-planning expertise in serving large groups.
Of course, impressive green initiatives, food and meeting and 

event facilities don’t mean a thing if they’re not supported by first-
class customer service, and on that front, Allstream Centre can’t be 
beat. At every level, from our sales and event teams to the people 
who clean and service events, our friendly staff demonstrates unri-
valled commitment and dedication to service.

Our clients agree, having awarded Allstream Centre a 95 per 
cent rating in a client-satisfaction survey conducted in 2013. No 
doubt, our facility’s complimentary WiFi played a part in those 
sky-high client-satisfaction numbers.

The venue’s essential LEED components include energy efficient 
building automation systems, windows, HVAC and lighting control 
systems; a rainwater harvesting system; low-VOC paints and 
carpets; and FSC wood treatments. But our strong commitment 
to the environment extends much further, as Exhibition Place and 
Allstream Centre take a leading role in pioneering green initiatives.

For instance, there’s the waste diversion project that has rendered 
Exhibition Place 80 per cent waste-free. The program separates and 
recycles waste materials (including glass, paper, wood, plastic and 
food waste). 

There’s the 30-storey wind turbine. Capable of generating 
1-million kilowatt hours of power per year, the turbine also helps to 
displace some of the harmful chemicals responsible for smog and 
acid rain, moving up to 1,800 tonnes of carbon dioxide annually.

There’s the geothermal plant realizing significant energy 
efficiencies; the programs donating perishable food to shelters and 
food banks as well as food waste to local farmers; the linen-free 
meeting rooms; the white “cool roof.” We could go on.

In short, Allstream Centre and our team are focused on catering 
to your group’s needs in a way that reflects your style, objectives and 
ability to provide your delegates with an enjoyable experience. •

CANADA’S PREMIER 
“GREEN” MEETING VENUE
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YOU’VE GOT A FRIEND IN TORONTO
We are now called the Eaton Chelsea, Toronto—but even after a 
multi-million dollar rejuvenation to our lobby, restaurants and event 
space, it’s the same hotel you’ve always loved! From our Club Rooms 
featuring exclusive access to the E|Club Lounge and free WiFi, to 
Exer t Fitness Center and Pool on Deck 27 offering panoramic views 
of the downtown skyline – Toronto’s Business Address is where you’ll 
find the perfect balance between work and relaxation.

A member of Langham Hospitality Group

               knows how
business gets done!

eatonchelsea.com / 1-800-CHELSEA (243-5732)

®Aeroplan and the Aeroplan logo are registered trademarks of Aimia Canada Inc.
For offer terms and conditions visit eatonchelsea.com

Aeroplan® Members can earn DOUBLE miles. That’s 500 miles 
per night, up to 1500 miles per stay.

Looking at holding 
a meeting?

We offer an all-inclusive meeting package 
from $100 per person including a 
complimentary upgrade to hot lunch!
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of the downtown skyline – Toronto’s Business Address is where you’ll 
find the perfect balance between work and relaxation.

A member of Langham Hospitality Group

               knows how
business gets done!

eatonchelsea.com / 1-800-CHELSEA (243-5732)

®Aeroplan and the Aeroplan logo are registered trademarks of Aimia Canada Inc.
For offer terms and conditions visit eatonchelsea.com

Aeroplan® Members can earn DOUBLE miles. That’s 500 miles 
per night, up to 1500 miles per stay.

Looking at holding 
a meeting?

We offer an all-inclusive meeting package 
from $100 per person including a 
complimentary upgrade to hot lunch!

14067_EC_MPI_Ad_resize.indd   1 2014-05-07   3:05 PM

 As Canada’s largest hotel in the country’s largest city, 
the Eaton Chelsea, Toronto takes its corporate social 
responsibility very seriously and is deeply committed 
to creating meetings and events that are as sustainable 
as they are memorable.

To that end, they’ve proudly launched “Green Meetings by  
Eaton,” which sets a new gold standard by ensuring that every  
aspect of the event will be environmentally friendly and reduce 
their carbon footprint as well as their client’s.

To accommodate your group, Eaton Chelsea, Toronto offers two 
ballrooms and 17 function rooms totalling 24,000 sq. ft. of versatile 
indoor and outdoor event space.  

Through Green Meetings By Eaton, they’ve committed to 
EarthCheck®, an internationally recognized programme widely 
used by the travel and tourism industry for the benchmarking 
and certification of operational practices. The hotel has initiated 
the assessment process and expects to earn EarthCheck® Bronze 
certification in 2015.

Moreover, their 4 Green Key Meetings rating signifies a property 
that has made substantial advances towards protecting the  
environment with respect to meetings and convention facilities  
and practices.

Let’s take a look at some of those practices:
Instead of using plastic bottled water, the hotel has introduced  

a unique system that filters tap water and then dispenses clean, 
fresh-tasting still and sparkling water into reusable glass decanters.

The hotel continues to partner with Eco Resources Management 
Inc. to divert the waste stream to recycling. For example, in all their 
meeting and banquet spaces, they provide recycling bins, ensuring 
any waste is recovered.

Every meeting room features “smart” whiteboards that provide 
an alternative to paper-wasting flipcharts. Break-time snacks are 
fresh, eliminating waste from unnecessary packaging. All banquet 
rooms and restaurants feature dimmable lighting and sensors. 
Meeting spaces feature CFL lighting.

On the f&b side, Eaton Chelsea partners with local growers and 
suppliers who sell and distribute a comprehensive menu of  

sustainable fruits, vegetables, dairy products and eggs sourced from 
Ontario producers. Wherever possible, the hotel will prepare your 
meal with locally sourced, sustainable ingredients.

But their green practices aren’t limited to meetings. In the lobby, 
for instance, a Green Wall draws in contaminated air through a 
hydroponic system, breaks down pollutants and returns forest-fresh 
clean air to the space.  Over 60 per cent of the hotel’s boilers are 
high-efficiency. All four chillers were converted to ozone-friendly 
refrigerant.

On top of all of that, as Canada’s largest hotel, the Eaton 
Chelsea, Toronto can accommodate large overnight groups, thanks 
to 1,590 guestrooms, most of which feature balconies offering 
stunning views of the downtown core.

To make planners’ lives easier, they’ve developed takethelead, a 
one-stop, bespoke service that manages every single detail of your 
event, including planning, logistics, venue, facilities, dining —  
even entertainment.

Speaking of bespoke service, the Eaton Chelsea, Toronto 
goes the extra mile for meeting organizers, providing you with a 
complimentary mobile phone, with free local airtime, so you can 
communicate seamlessly with your on-site team. •

RAISES THE  
BAR ON  
GREEN MEETINGS

EATON CHELSEA
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LOOK CLOSER.

You don’t have to go far to find Canada’s premier convention centre. The Metro Toronto 

Convention Centre is conveniently located in the heart of downtown Toronto. Surrounded 

by a wide range of hotels, the Centre offers your attendees unrivalled accessibility with 

underground parking, nearby transit and world-class entertainment. Inside, you’ll discover  

a large selection of flexible meeting spaces that can be configured to accommodate  

events of all sizes — from 20 to over 20,000 attendees. Take a closer look at all we have  

to offer at mtccc.com.
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You don’t have to go far to find Canada’s premier convention centre. The Metro Toronto 

Convention Centre is conveniently located in the heart of downtown Toronto. Surrounded 

by a wide range of hotels, the Centre offers your attendees unrivalled accessibility with 

underground parking, nearby transit and world-class entertainment. Inside, you’ll discover  

a large selection of flexible meeting spaces that can be configured to accommodate  

events of all sizes — from 20 to over 20,000 attendees. Take a closer look at all we have  

to offer at mtccc.com.

Canada’s leading conference and trade-show facility, 
Metro Toronto Convention Centre has strengthened 
its already impressive market position with a $29-mil-
lion revitalization.

Key to the revitalization was an extensive kitchen renovation and 
upgrade that has positioned MTCC as a Canadian culinary leader. 

Internationally renowned consulting firm William Caruso & 
Associates was contracted to help with the revitalization. The 
floor-to-ceiling overhaul of the 14,000-sq.-ft. kitchen has installed 
the very best equipment and systems, allowing the culinary team 
to consistently produce customized, restaurant-calibre meeting and 
event menus. 

On both the Canadian and international stage, food is cur-
rency and MTCC’s newly equipped kitchen is the gold standard: 
12 technologically-advanced combi ovens that can steam, bake 
and roast at the same time; blast chillers that quickly reduce food 
temperatures once cooked, ensuring safer storage and food quality; 
energy efficient ovens that can be programmed to operate during 
off-peak times, ideal for meals that require long, slow cooking.

Heading up the culinary brigade as of May 5, 2014, is MTCC’s 
new executive chef Duff Lampard, whose stellar resume includes 
extensive experience in European and Canadian kitchens, includ-
ing a 12-year stint at Westin Harbour Castle, Toronto, where, most 
recently, he served as executive chef.

Chef Duff will create menus anchored by Ontario’s peerless 
ingredients and complemented by a newly curated wine list high-
lighting Ontario’s world-class vintages.

The revitalization also doubled the size of MTCC’s pastry 
kitchen to support an expanded line-up of dazzling desserts 
created by Mia De Ala, who’s been the in-house executive pastry 
chef since December, 2013. An instructor in the culinary program 
at Toronto’s highly regarded George Brown College, pastry wiz-
ard Mia brings creativity and experience to her leadership role in 
one of Canada’s busiest kitchens.

But the revitalization accomplished much more than overhauling 
and re-energizing MTCC’s kitchen. It also redesigned conference 
rooms in the South Building, providing more flexible meeting spaces.

Two new contemporary spaces are now available in the 
South Building: The 2,900-sq.-ft. Terrace View (room 401) and 
3,470-sq.-ft. Park View (room 501).

The Terrace View room features floor-to-ceiling east-facing 
windows, a dedicated pre-function area and, as its name suggests, 
offers private access to its own beautifully landscaped open-air patio. 

Providing flexible meeting space with an operable wall, the Park 
View room is divisible into two sections and provides access to its 
own food service area. The space also boasts floor-to-ceiling windows 
overlooking the park and features its own dedicated balcony.

On the convention and trade-show side, MTCC offers 460,000 
sq. ft. of exhibit space — 200,000 sq. ft. column-free — that easily 
divides into seven halls, and features 66 carpeted meeting rooms 
covering 110,400 sq. ft. and ranging in size from 500 sq. ft. to 
50,000 sq. ft.

For large-scale convention and trade-show needs — 
AGMs, keynotes, award presentations and musical or comedy 
performances, for instance — there’s the 1,332-seat multi-purpose 
John Bassett Theatre, offering first-rate acoustics, full orchestra pit 
and simultaneous translation capabilities.

And the adage “location, location, location” was never more 
fitting, since MTCC is nestled right in the heart of downtown 
Toronto, minutes from the central business core and hotel hub and 
attached to the 586-room InterContinental Toronto Centre. •

Revitalized, 
Re-energized

For more information, visit www.internationalcentre.com

METRO TORONTO
CONVENTION CENTRE
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Offer valid Monday through Friday and is exclusively for conference guests during their stay at Blue Mountain. Offer applies 
to contracts signed before July 31st, 2014 and must be consumed before October 31st, 2014. Offer must be referenced and 
written in hotel contract.  ©2014 Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. All rights reserved. Westin is the registered 
trademark of Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc., or its affiliates.

FRESH
THINKING

Plan the perfect team retreat. With an array of 
outdoor activities and adventure to choose from, the 
quality time your team spends at Blue Mountain will 

amount to new ideas heading back to the office. 

This summer enjoy up to 40% off our 
unique team experiences such as Zip Lines, 

Ropes Courses, Segway Tours, and more.
 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT 
WESTINBLUEMOUNTAIN.COM/BLUE-MOUNTAIN-MEETINGS

OR CONTACT ONE OF OUR SALES TEAM AT 705-443-8080
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Search the Buyers’ Guide online at

LEFT TO RIGHT: 1. Meghan Nelson and Tami Adams, Speakers’ Spotlight; Robin Paisley, M+IT, Rosa Andemariam, Speakers’ Spotlight. 2. Adam 
van Koeverden, speaker and Olympic medalist; Bruce Philp, speaker and brand strategist; Robin Paisley, M+IT. 3. Alan Patterson, Mendelssohn 
Event Logistics; Eleni Papakonstantinou, Metro Toronto Convention Centre.

CAEM Holiday Luncheon
Speakers’ Spotlight 
Holiday Party
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NEED MEETING SPACE? SPEAKERS? 
ENTERTAINMENT?

Search the Buyers’ Guide online at

The most comprehensive event venue and supplier directory in Canada.

Over 3,000 meeting industry suppliers have listings  
in MEETINGS + INCENTIVE TRAVEL’s searchable,  
online buyers’ guide database

ASSOCIATIONS
SERVICE + RENTALS
SPEAKERS, ENTERTAINMENT + STAFFING
TRANSPORTATION
HOTELS, VENUES + CVBS
EVENT RESOURCES
PREMIUMS + GIFT CARDS
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Business Events Canada is the new name for the MC&IT  
division of the Canadian Tourism Commission. It’s been just 
over a year since the name change, why was it necessary and 
has it made a difference? 
Our division of the Canadian Tourism Commission was previously just 
known as “MC&IT” which was never a brand, it was just the type of 
business that we pursued. Unless one was a supplier in our industry, 
odds were that you had to explain the acronym or use another ie. 
MICE when in Europe or Asia. We decided that it made more sense 
to brand ourselves in a clear way that would demonstrate our real 
mandate – driving meetings business to Canada and more aligned 
with the role of economic development versus general tourism.

What five words best describe the way the international MC&IT 
market perceives Canada?
Accessibility
Service
Infrastructure
Hospitality
Safe

There’s a perception that Canada isn’t an incentive travel 
destination for Canadians. Is this true? 
As someone that worked the incentive market for Canada for over 11 
years, I believe our destination has something for everyone. We are 
the second largest country in the world with a broad spectrum of 
product that is unique and motivating. While we are not the typical 

“sun and sand” incentive location how could someone see of an im-
age of say the Fairmont Banff Springs in the mountains and not be 
motivated to achieve a goal if they knew they could win a trip there? 
Or, see collateral on the incredible resorts on Vancouver Island like 
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort or the Wickaninnish Inn and not find 
that appealing? How many Canadians have yet to experience beauti-
ful, iconic destinations like Quebec City or St. John’s, Newfoundland 
that deliver exactly what incentives should deliver – bragging rights.

BEC recently launched a sales initiative targeting industries 
where Canada has a competitive advantage (aerospace,  
agriculture/ food, clean technology, infrastructure/engineering, 
information/ communication, technology, life sciences and  
natural resources). How is that initiative progressing and what 
does the progress mean to planners and the MC&IT market?  
BEC wanted more than a name change. We wanted a solid strat-
egy to generate more meaningful business for Canada and to set 
us apart from the competition. Using the federal government’s 
Global Commerce Strategy and Global Markets Action Plan as 
guides, we identified the seven sectors where Canada holds a 
competitive advantage in the world or is seen as being a “cen-
tre of excellence.” We know that meetings can be the catalyst for 
trade and investment when we bring qualified delegates to our 
country. It makes sense to work in tandem with DFATD (Depart-
ment of Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development) and corporate 
Canada to leverage the resources of each other and to generate 
meetings business for Canada that will prove meaningful for all.

+INSIGHTS

for Michelle Saran,  
BUSINESS EVENTS CANADA (BEC),

CANADIAN TOURISM COMMISSION      

FIVE
QUESTIONS
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We have completed a year-long research study into all target industries and 
are starting a marketing/communications beta-test around the one that holds the 
most promise for Canada – Life Sciences (pharmaceutical, medical devices and 
R&D). The results of this testing will form a template for the strategy around the 
other six sectors. For meeting planners it means our sales directors will be able 
to provide more than suggestions as to hotels and meeting venues – they will be 
able to speak to precisely which locations in Canada make the most sense for the 
company in question to meet. They will be able to suggest Canadian companies 
and universities to tour and speakers to acquire. Our marketing efforts will ensure 
that their industry has a high level awareness of our country’s status as a “centre of 
excellence.” “Brains and beauty” is our theme.

What’s next on the agenda for Business Events Canada? How will it be  
promoting Canada as a meetings, conventions and incentive travel  
destination in 2014/2015? Any new resources for planners?
Our next projects will be creating marketing and communications assets for all 
seven target industries and ensuring our sales team is trained on all. We will be 
looking at new opportunities to access planners in these industries in all our 
geo-target markets. Of course BEC will continue to be present at all the usual 
industry events.

In terms of new resources for planners, we just published the new “Welcome to 
Canada” guide in partnership with Canada Border Services.  This publication explains 
everything you could want to know about bringing a meeting into the country. For 
those planners in the pharmaceutical or medical device industry, we also have a 
comprehensive guide that explains Pharma code and compares and contrasts Can-
ada versus the US as a site for meetings. Links to referenced documents as well as 
BEC contact info can be found on our website www.businesseventscanada.ca.  

$29.1 BILLION  DIRECT SPENDING CANADA’S MEETING INDUSTRY  
CONTRIBUTED TO THE COUNTRY’S ECONOMY IN 2012

585,439 NUMBER OF EVENTS THAT TOOK PLACE IN CANADA IN 2012

1.5% PERCENTAGE OF GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT (GDP) BUSINESS 
EVENTS ACCOUNTED FOR 2012

35.3 MILLION NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS CANADIAN BUSINESS 
EVENTS ATTRACTED IN 2012

$8.5 BILLION TAXES AND SERVICE FEES CONTRIBUTED TO ALL  
LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT BY MEETINGS INDUSTRY IN 2012

200,000 NUMBER OF FULL-YEAR JOBS SUPPORTED BY MEETINGS  
INDUSTRY IN 2012

2,176 NUMBER OF VENUES USED FOR BUSINESS EVENTS IN 2012

Source: Canadian Economic Impact Study (CEIS) 3.0, Meeting Professionals International  
Foundation Canada. Released April 10, 2014

FOGO ISLAND INN, Newfoundland
Hailed globally for its contemporary  
architecture, Fogo Island Inn is the creation 
of retired dot.com millionaire Zita Cobb, 
who left Fogo Island at the age of 16. The 
29-room property is the cornerstone of 
a new model of social entrepreneurship, 
which honours, rebuilds and gives back  
to the community. fogoislandinn.ca

HÔTEL LA FERME, Quebec
Le Massif de Charlevoix’s Hôtel La Ferme 
blends the urban with the rural. In addition 
to its 145 rooms and lofts, the property has 
a railway station, public square, spa, gym, 
meeting rooms and a restaurant showcasing 
Charlesvoix terroir products. lemassif.com

THE CLUBHOUSE, British Columbia
One of three luxury fishing lodges on Haida 
Gwaii operated by the West Coast Fishing 
Club, The Clubhouse delivers a world-class 
ocean fishing experience in a five-star  
setting. Located on Langara Island, it  
immerses guests in wilderness and comfort.  
westcoastfishingclub.com

Three places 
TO BRAG ABOUTsevenNUMBERS
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BENEFITING THE MPI FOUNDATION

A party so big it covers the entire country

MPI Foundation presents Canada Rocks 2014, the open-
ing night to IncentiveWorks 2014. Make plans to attend 
the largest industry fundraiser in Canada!

Monday, August 18, 2014
7:00PM - Midnight
Tickets CA$85

Proceeds from ticket sales go towards fueling the growth 
and advancement of MPI members in Canada by provid-
ing them professional development and career opportuni-
ties through grants and scholarships.

www.mpiweb.org/foundation/
canadarocks

HOST SPONSOR:

 MPI FOUNDATION PRESENTS:

A PARTY SO BIG 
IT COVERS THE
ENTIRE COUNTRY
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EXPENSIVE 
       TASTES

What’s behind higher 
food and beverage 
costs. BY DON DOULOFF 

Numbers don’t lie, and the numbers from M+IT’s 2014 Market Re-
port Survey reveal that food and beverage costs are rising.

Indeed, almost 46 per cent of respondents said f&b costs for 
incentive-travel programs increased in 2013 compared to the pre-
vious year. While almost 49 per cent of respondents indicated f&b 
costs for meetings remained stable for the same period, there are 
exceptions to the rule.

So what’s behind the increase? A number of factors, including 
delegates’ heightened expectations; rising food costs; increased 
service charges; special dietary requests; and market-driven price 
fluctuations.

Brandi Mills, manager of operations at the Canadian Country 
Music Association, says the biggest factor affecting f&b expendi-
tures are cost variances encountered in different cities. She cites 
gratuity charges, which typically ring in at 15 per cent, but in Ed-
monton, for example, can range as high as 18 per cent. 

Food costs—driven by the size and competitiveness of each 
city’s meetings market—also vary greatly, she says. “In some cit-
ies, $60 will get a three-course meal, while in others, $60 will only 
get a simple salad and chicken,” says Mills, who plans an annual 
industry conference, with two galas, that moves across the coun-
try and hosts 600 to 700 delegates.

Mills, however, enjoys good relationships with venues and 
works with them to tailor the menu to her budget—for instance, 
going a little lower-end on the salad in order to boost the quality 
of the main course, which is “the most important component of 
the meal,” she says.

Reporting a sizeable price increase is Jo-Ann Gillenwater, 

president of JAG Consultants, who says that to the end of 2013, 
f&b costs were $200 to $500 more per day than the previous year. 
She specializes in pharmaceutical meetings in Toronto, Halifax and 
cities throughout Quebec.

“Big cities are more expensive,” says Gillenwater. Coupled 
with that, clients are “getting used to a certain level of food” and 
are demanding better fare. Women, for example, prefer health-
ier choices—“fried chicken doesn’t cut it anymore; it’s more like 
grilled chicken with balsamic glaze, with lots of vegetables.” At 
breakfast, “granola won’t do; there has to be yogurt and fresh 
fruit.” All of these healthier choices carry a higher cost. 

“There is definitely an increase in the food and beverage spend 
on programs and I think the bottom line is that f&b is just more 
expensive and a good source of revenue for the hotels and other 
venues,” says Jane Wallbridge, vice-president, meetings and 
events, at Aimia, which handles meetings of all sizes, incentive 
groups and one-day events. “Participants’ tastes are more refined 
and they want to eat and drink what they would enjoy on their 
own.” As an example, Wallbridge cites more expensive options, 
such as bottled tea and Starbucks coffee, which Aimia chooses 
to offer groups.

“Menus are also changing as guests are asking for different 
foods such as Thai, Indian or Jamaican instead of the standard 
Italian or Continental,” she says.

Catering to these increasingly sophisticated palates, and rec-
ognizing the pleasure inherent in the dining experience, “we task 
chefs to imagine a tasting experience that is more than just a din-
ner,” says Wallbridge. Ph
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This results in menus, served to her groups, that can feature 
high-ticket dishes such as five spice-dusted filet of beef and pan-
seared sesame seed-crusted sea bass with baby bok choy, stir-
fried peppers and jasmine rice. 

Moreover, hotels can recreate, in a banquet setting, the style of 
food similar to that of big-name chefs, “but you pay for it,” she says. 

On top of the f&b costs, there are the higher gratuity charges at 
the luxury hotels and venues that start at 20 per cent and can go 
as high as 22 or 23 per cent, says Wallbridge. Factor in local taxes 
and prices rise higher still. 

Encountering similarly high service charges is the team at 
Event Spectrum. Since the recent recession, service charges have 
increased “significantly” and in some U.S. hotels can now be as 
high as 24 per cent of f&b costs, says Les Selby, CMP, CMM, vice-
president, client services at Event Spectrum, which plans meet-
ings, conferences, incentives and events.

Closer to home, one Canadian venue increased its service 
charge an additional two per cent of f&b costs (a 12 per cent in-
crease in service charge costs) in one year, he says. “These fees 
are no longer just charges for a gratuity distributed among the 
wait staff, but have become another revenue stream for venues.”

“We do our best to negotiate, but sometimes venues are unwill-
ing to change the price on specific items like soft drinks and coffee,” 
says Selby. “In those cases, you have to pass the increased prices on 
to the client. This can be a problem when clients see a 10 per cent to 
20 per cent increase in budget line items year-over-year.”

Since attendees are much more discriminating about the food 
they eat and the choices they want to have, they expect high qual-
ity food and service—regardless of budget, he says. Add in higher 
taxes and it’s no surprise when Selby says, “food costs have in-
creased at a faster rate than many other program elements.”

Over at Meridican Incentive Consultants, Joanne Keating, pro-
gram manager, industry relations, says that for their incentive 
groups, “food and beverage is one of the most important com-
ponents because it can make or break a function.”

Gone are the days of the rubber chicken dinner. “Our incentive 
winners are more sophisticated and more knowledgeable on food 
and the wine pairings that go with it. With so many food and chef 
shows on TV, food has become the focus of the event. Presenta-
tion, variety, freshness and taste are critical to the success of an 
event or program.”

Accordingly, Meridican incentive group programs in destina-
tions such as Barcelona, Rome and New Orleans have incorpor-
ated local cooking classes. “Menus are becoming more expensive 
as well because our clients want a choice on the menu for their 
winners. Having a choice increases the costs,” says Keating.

Plus, with more and more food sensitivities, lifestyle menu 
choices and cultural and religious restrictions, special meals can 
sometimes be more expensive and thus increase the f&b budget, 
she notes. 

—Don Douloff is a food and travel writer based in Toronto.

+
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SCOTTSDALE
Meeting in the Desert Sea. BY LORI SMITH
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PHOTO The Distrito Restaurant, Saguaro Hotel

PHOTO Scottsdale Convention & Visitors Bureau

PHOTO Courtesy of Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation. Photo by Andrew Pielage
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On the final night of the Scottsdale CVB’s annual Sunsational FAM, 
the group has dinner on the lawn of The Westin Kierland Resort & 
Spa. At my table are representatives of the property as well as a 
member of the DMC Hello! Arizona. As the evening winds down, I ask 
the DMC rep to tell me a little about the history of the city and state. 
She explains that Scottsdale—along with much of Arizona—was built 
on the “Five Cs.” They are, she says counting them off: citrus, cotton, 
copper, cattle and climate. 

After the three-day FAM ends, I spend three more days on my 
own. I drive north to Sedona, east to Fort McDowell and in to Phoenix 
proper. I visit more properties and venues. I get to know the topog-
raphy, street names and landmarks. My journeys lead me to under-
stand why Scottsdale is a great place for groups to meet, play, eat 
and escape the too cold Canadian winter.  And. I add three more Cs 
to the list: courses (as in golf), culture and cuisine. 

    
This is the Scottsdale CVB’s 27th Sunsational FAM. The group in-
cludes 15 planners, a site selection specialist, two journalists and 
Deb Edwards, the Groups & Incentives account manager from VoX 
International, the Scottsdale CVB’s recently-appointed Canadian 
sales representative. The planners are a mixed bag: corporate, third 
party and association. The majority hail from the United States, 
primarily from the Midwest and the eastern seaboard. One is from 
Canada. A number of the planners have run programs in Scottsdale 
before and are there to see what’s new. Others, including myself, are 
having our first look at this desert hotspot.

A welcome reception at The Saguara Scottsdale, the group’s 
host hotel, kicks off the FAM. A hip downtown property, The Sa-
guaro opened in November 2011 and is conveniently located in the 
historic downtown area. At the reception, members of the group 
sip on margaritas and red wine, sample hors d’ouevres, including 
spoonfuls of tasty tuna cerviche with coconut and cilantro, from 
the kitchen of Distrito, the property’s on-site modern Mexican res-
taurant helmed by chef Jose Garces, winner of The Next Iron Chef 
competition, and learn about the destination.

The CVB team shows a video and share the destination’s im-
portant numbers: 300 days of sunshine; 75 resorts and hotels; 
14,500 sleeping rooms; 200-plus golf courses; more than 40 off-
site event and meeting venues; 24 resort spas; and more than 600 
restaurants. It is, they say, a great alternative to Florida and Cali-
fornia, particularly for groups looking for dependably, spectacu-
larly sunny weather. 

It is the area’s dry, sun rich climate that drew multimillionaires 
like Williiam Wrigley, Jr. (the chewing gum magnate) to set up win-
ter residences in the area. It is the weather that made it a perfect 
spot for Major League Baseball (MLB) teams to set up camp for 
spring training. And it was the kind winter temperatures along with 
the organic beauty of the landscape that prompted famed archi-
tect Frank Lloyd Wright to build a winter domicile and architec-
tural school outside of Scottsdale in what he called the “desert sea.” 
Tourists followed.

My experience of deserts is limited to hitchhiking through the 
Australian Outback some 25 years ago. Like many Canadians, par-
ticularly from the eastern half of the country, the Caribbean and 
Florida have been my go-to destinations for sun and sand. Thus, 
Scottsdale is my first true encounter with a North American desert.

To learn more about the Sonoran, I split from the group on the 
first full FAM day and drive 30 kilometers northeast to Fort Mc-
Dowell Adventures on the Fort McDowell Yavapai Reservation for 
a Green Zebra Adventures’ Tomcar tour. The Tomcar is an off-road 
vehicle with a low center of gravity and a tough steel construction 
that speaks to its military origins. Unlike Jeep tours, on a Tomcar 
tour the participant is at the wheel. 

When I arrive at Green Zebra, I am handed a bandanna to wear 
over my nose and mouth and given plastic bags to stash my knap-
sack in. The group—me and a couple from Boston with their three 
young children—are given a brief but thorough orientation and then-
sunglasses on and bandannas up, we head out into the 28,000-acre 
reservation.

Soon we are tearing through the desert, the Tomcars’ fat wheels 
kicking up huge, blinding clouds of sand and dust. Over the course of 
the two-and-a-half hours of driving, we stop several times for photo 
and education ops. Our guide, a tall, lanky native Arizonan named Alex, 
takes us to a 350-year-old Saguaro cactus with arms reaching high up 
to the bright blue sky. He explains that leaves from the creosote plant 
can be used as an antiseptic dressing. He leads us down to a river bank 
(southern Arizona has a surprising number of rivers and lakes, he says) 
and we watch a herd of wild mustangs grazing along the shore. He 
burns the spines from a piece of cactus, peels the skin and offers each 
of us a piece of its light green pulp—a taste of the desert.

After the tour, I hurry back to Scottsdale and a lunch appoint-
ment at Rita’s Kitchen, the casual, southwestern eatery at JW Marri-
ott Camelback Inn Resort & Spa. After eating, I meet up with the rest 
of the group for a tour of the property. They have spent the morning 
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visiting three hotels/resorts and an off-site venue as well as having 
a driving tour of downtown Scottsdale. Over the course of the FAM 
proper, the planners see 11 properties*. I am with them for six of the 
site visits. While we walk through the ballrooms, meeting rooms, 
suites, guestrooms and outdoor spaces, I listen as the planners dis-
sect the appropriateness of the properties for their events. From their 
discussions, I learn that while no one property meets every program’s 
needs, there is a property in the Scottsdale area for every program.

Following the tour, the main group boards the bus and departs 
for The Saguaro, where they have the option of relaxing or joining in 
a VIP Meet & Greet at Scottsdale Fashion Square Mall. I go for a golf 
lesson with Filippa McDougall, the head professional at the Camel-
back Golf Club, which is part of the JW Marriott Camelback Inn. 

In this year’s M+IT Market Report, golf took the number two spot 
on the list of types of incentive travel trips planned for 2014. Only 
the generic “leisure/relax” category beat it. I wasn’t in Scottsdale 
long before I realized that golf is to Scottsdale what Broadway the-
atre is to New York City. 

McDougall, who is one of only a handful of female head pros, 
chats about golf in Scottsdale as she guides me through club selec-
tion, proper grip, stance and swing. After 20 minutes of watching 
me try to hit balls, she suggests we tour the club’s courses, Ambi-
ente and Padre. The latter is a classic course, but Ambiente, which 
has just opened, is a desert interpretation of a coastal-links style 
course. It is a challenging addition to the area’s selection of courses.

The greater Scottsdale area is home to more than 200 courses 
including several designed by renowned golf architects such as Jack 
Nicklaus and Tom Fazio. Troon North, which is adjacent to the Four 
Seasons Resort Scottsdale, offers visitors two 18-hole courses de-
signed by Tom Weiskopf. Both courses run through the ravines and 
foothills of Pinnacle Peak. Granite boulders are hazards. It’s the type 
of golf course that gives players bragging rights back at the office. 
More unusual golf experiences await groups at The Westin Kier-
land Resort & Spa. Options include playing Scottish golf; Segway 
golf; and hitting balls at an outdoor driving range with a climate-
controlled canopy. 

In addition to courses, the area also offers ample culture. Plan-
ners can rent and/or have their group tour sites like Frank Lloyd 
Wright’s Taliesin West, Desert Botanical Garden, the Heard Museum 
and the very cool Museum of Musical Instruments. 

After the FAM, I contact Lisa Beardsley, event manager/graphic 
designer for the Canadian Association of Agri-Retailers and the 
lone Canadian planner on the trip. She said that she fell in love 
with everything the destination has to offer. “From the variety of 
hotels, unique off-site venues, restaurants and outdoor activities, 
it  [Scottsdale] definitely has it all and more,” she said. “As a Can-
adian association looking to take our conference outside of Canada, 
Scottsdale is the ideal place to host in future years.”  

— Lori Smith is editor of Meetings + Incentive Travel. 
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Learn more about the Sunsational FAM at
www.meetingscanada.com

*FAM FACTS: Scottsdale 2014 – Group Itinerary
POSTSCRIPT blog – Scottsdale: Cultural Oasis

POSTSCRIPT blog: Outside Scottsdale
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BOSTON
Past, present, future. BY LORI SMITH
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In this year’s M+IT Market Survey, Boston claimed the number 10 
spot on the list of American cities that are top-of-mind with Can-
adian planners for meetings. That was all it took to convince me it 
was time the magazine visited the city and checked out what was 
new and what to do. So in April, I headed down for a whirlwind three-
day stay and with the help of some kind Bostonians discovered the 
city’s past, present and future. 

As major cities go, Boston is on the small side. It weighs in with 
a population of 637,000 while heavyweight destinations like New 
York City, Chicago and Los Angeles tip the demographic scales with 
populations in the millions and the amenities—hotels, restaurants, 
etc—to serve them. But, in the arena of meetings and conventions 
Boston’s a player with plans to become a big player. tates.  

In 2009, the Massachusetts Convention Center Authority (MCCA) 
launched its Top 5 Initiative—a proposal to expand the Boston Con-
vention & Exhibition Center (BCEC) and grow the number of hotel 
rooms (and thus restaurants, off-site venues, etc.) within walking 
distance of the centre, with the goal of making the city one of the 
top five convention destinations in the United States. 

Reading about the plan, I couldn’t help but notice that it me-
shed with information contained in an interview that had just come 
across my desk from the International Association of Convention 
Centres (AIPC). In the interview, AIPC president Geoff Donaghy 
was asked how clients select a destination today. He replied that 
“quantity and quality of available accommodation, safety and se-
curity, ease of access, overall cost structure and attractiveness to 
delegates are most important.” He also explained that “the quality 
of the experience offered in both the [convention] centre itself and 
the immediately surrounding area” is one of two “rapidly emerging 
factors” in the destination selection process. The other factor is 
technology and connectivity.

In its proposal, the MCCA made a compelling case for the expan-
sion of the BCEC and hotel development in the south side of Bos-
ton. Since the opening of the BCEC in 2004, the centre has played 
host to some 2,400 conventions, which contributed $5.3 billion in 
economic activity. Its opening also resulted in significant develop-
ment of the South Boston Waterfront, including major businesses 
(Manulife, Fan Pier, etc.) moving their offices to the area; two hotels 
being built (the Renaissance and Westin); and hundreds of apart-
ments/condominiums springing up and bringing with them the 
need for area restaurants and other amenities. 

The MCCA says that conventions can make an even greater con-
tribution to the city but it needs to overcome three competitive dis-
advantages: hotel rooms (only 1,700 are within walking distance of 
the BCEC, competitive cities average 8,000 within walking distance 
of their major convention centres); transportation costs (it has cost 
events as much as $1 million to bus attendees from Copley Square 
hotels to the centre); and an inability to host large and overlapping 
events (a big event at the BCEC can eat up the city’s hotel block, 
which results in the Hynes Convention Center having to go dark 
when it could be booked). 

While the MCCA is still awaiting approval from the State House 
of Representatives authorizing “the expansion of the BCEC without 
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the need for new fees or taxes,” more hotel rooms are already on 
the way. The Greater Boston Convention and Visitors Bureau (GB-
CVB) reports that hotel developments planned for the next three 
years have the potential of adding 2,779 rooms to the city’s inven-
tory.  More than half of these rooms are planned for the South Bos-
ton Waterfront. In fact, a 330-room Aloft hotel and a 180-room Ele-
ment hotel are already under construction opposite the BCEC. They 
are scheduled to open in 2015. 

In addition, on May 15th, the MCCA reported that it and the Mas-
sachusetts Port Authority had received seven applications from de-
velopment teams to build a 1,000-room headquarters hotel across 
from the BCEC.

This is all good news for planners considering Boston for a meet-
ing or convention. The Top 5 initiative’s emphasis on hotels offering 
rooms in the mid-price range balances out a hotel inventory that 
is heavy on four- and five-star properties. Proximity to the BCEC 
reduces transportation costs. And more rooms mean greater op-
portunities to hold an event in Boston even if the BCEC is hosting a 
major convention. In short, for planners, it makes a great meeting 
city even better. 

One of the goals I set for my visit to Boston is to find out how 
planners can make the most of the destination. For help, I reach out 
to Kathleen Landry, DMCP, president of Destination Partners Inc., 
one of the city’s top DMCs. On a bright, cold, clear spring morning, 
Landry and account managers Alexandra Barbolla and Alycia Mc-
Grail, pick me up at the Revere Hotel and take me on a private plan-
ner tour of the city.

Our first stop is at the harbourfront where I get a look at the USS 
Constitution (aka Old Ironsides), the oldest commissioned naval 
vessel in the US. From our vantage point, Landry points out the 
Institute of Contemporary Art/Boston, a modern, glass monolith 
hanging out over the harbour. She directs my gaze to a white tented 
section on the lower level—the Putnam Investments Plaza. That is a 
great new place to hold an event, she says.

Next, we head over to the Quincy Market and the historic Faneuil 
Hall area to see Frost Ice Bar, the first and only venue of its kind in 
New England. Catherine Preusse, its manager of sales and private 
events, gives us a quick tour of the space, which opened in fall 2013. 
She then leads us to an adjacent room that is under construction. 
It will house Thaw, a new space where visitors can sit in front of a 
fire and warm up after visiting Frost Ice. Thaw is scheduled to open 
later this year. 

After leaving Thaw, we go to Action Kitchen™ at Seaport Hotel. 
It’s a beautiful, warm space with four cooking areas--complete with 

Molteni ranges, Wolf cooktops and Sub-Zero refrigerators—and a 
long dining table. It is designed to allow guests to prepare gour-
met food under the tutelage of Richard Rayment, Seaport Boston’s 
award-winning chef. Landry’s team has tried it out and judged it 
one of the city’s best team-building activities. 

We detour through the Seaport Hotel and meet up with our 
driver. Despite the fact that it’s the day before opening day, Landry 
has arranged for me to see the event spaces at Fenway Park, home 
of the Boston Red Sox and one of the oldest ballparks in the United 
States. Taylor Grinnell, senior sales manager, Events, Fenway Enter-
prises, takes us through the historic facility, shows me the EMC Club 
with its open kitchen and great view of the field; the outdoor deck 
and seating space behind the Green Monster, the park’s infamous 
left field wall; and the Big Concourse, Fenway’s biggest open air 
space. Fenway has spaces for gatherings from 20 to 5,000, he says. 
Then, after much cajoling from Landry, Grinnell lets us step out on 
the field, which has been carefully prepared for the opening game. 
It’s only for a few seconds but it’s a thrill. 

For lunch we head to one of Landry’s favourite restaurants in 
North Boston, the city’s Italian neighbourhood. While we eat, she ex-
plains that this is a very walkable neighbourhood (in a very walkable 
city) that includes part of the Freedom Trail and Paul Revere’s house. 
She explains that one of her favourite things do with groups is to take 
them down a side street to a small bakery selling fresh-baked breads 
and a nearby shop filled with cheeses and meats. Stocked up, they can 
then have a picnic in the park. Alternatively, they can dine at one of 
the area’s fine restaurants: Ristorante Fiori (great roof space); Mare (a 
Conde Nast Traveler favourite); Bricco (one of Bon Appetit’s top 10 res-
taurants in the U.S).; and more. Regardless of where the group dines, 
Landry advises a stop at Mike’s Bakery for a cannoli, cookie or scoop  
of gelato. 

Our day winds down with a drive through the Back Bay area. 
Our driver points out Tom Brady and Gisele Bundchen’s home and 
where Robin Cook, the author of Coma, lives. We cross the Charles 
River, which separates Boston from Cambridge, home of Harvard, 
MIT and more. Then we are back at the Revere Hotel. 

The next day, before heading to the airport,  I eat lunch at Oys-
ter Union House, the oldest restaurant in the United States. John F. 
Kennedy, Jr. was a frequent visitor and I sit 10 feet from his favourite 
booth.  It is a popular venue for groups and it’s small, original two-
storeys have been expanded to accommodate demand. It’s friendly, 
historic and iconic; part of the city’s past, present and future.  

— Lori Smith is editor of Meetings + Incentive Travel. 
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1. Canon’s new EOS Rebel T5 Digital SLR Camera offers users an extensive ISO range, nine-point autofocus system, continuous shooting 
mode and hi-def video. MSRP: $549.99 USD. canon.com  2.  Charge two devices at the same time with the Fabrizio 8000 mAh Power Bank. 
Features include: built-in rechargeable battery, two USB ports and vinyl covering with black trim. Per unit pricing starts at $60.00. univer-
sallinksinc.com  3. This reversible tablet sleeve is made from shock- and water-resistant neoprene. It measures 27cm x 20cm and is suitable 
for customization. Price varies. nexuscollections.com  4. Brookstone Waterproof Bluetooth Floating Speaker pairs with smartphones, tab-
lets and other Bluetooth® enabled devices. Submersible up to three feet under water, it has a 33-foot wireless range. Per unit pricing starts 
at $98.59 (until June 30, 2014). universallinksinc.com  5. These authentic watch movement cufflinks are set in sterling silver and presented 
in a gift box with an authenticity card. $170. orangefish.ca  6. Jack Hemingway Leather Backpack by Jill-e Designs features dedicated pad-
ded laptop pouch, zip-open side water bottle pocket and a rear trolley pocket. MSRP: $199.99US  jill-e.com 
See more Gifts & Gear @ www.meetingscanada.com
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1. Pocket-sized Pop 18 contains maple Pops 
handcrafted from 100 per cent pure Ontario 
maple syrup, presented in a black-on-black 
pinstripe gift box (custom belly band  
available). $12 ninutik.com
 
2. This sleek business card case and laser-
engraved pen duo is available in silver, 
navy, black or brown. Packaged in gift box. 
Minimum order of 40 units. $15.95. Setup of 
$95.00. plumgiftco.com

3. Kenneth Cole® canvas duffel bag features 
large main compartment and zippered, interior 
compartment for valuable or iPad/tablet. Price 
starts at $155.30 per unit for minimum order of 
6. universallinksinc.com

4. This unique driver bottle opener is crafted 
from a real golf club. $74.99 orangefish.ca

5. Caravelle’s new New York collection of-
fers bold, design-focused watches. MSRP: 
$155USD  caravelleny.com

6. The S’well hot/cold 18/8 stainless steel 
bottle is non-leaching and non-toxic. It is 
available in a wide variety of colours and three 
finishes: stone, shiny and glitter. Minimum 50 
units. $26.95 for 9-oz bottle. plumgiftco.com

7. The new MiniChamp Swiss Army Knife 
measures just 2¼” and features 16 implements 
including a pen, wire stripper, screwdriver and 
bottle opener. victorinox.com

8. The SkySiesta Travel Pillow has two foam 
bolsters to support the head and reduce stress 
on the neck. Velour cover is washable. $17.50 
USD. amazon.com

+GIFTS & GEAR
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+SNAPPED

MPI Ottawa
Prestige Awards

LEFT TO RIGHT: 1. Jana Marshall, KPMG Management Services; Kelly Tsang, Dentons Canada; Olivier Dufrêne, Dentons Canada. 2. Theresa 
Gatto, CMP, Ottawa Tourism; Jen Holly, Travel Alberta. 3. Genevieve Mercier, Canadian Museum of History; Sabrina Strang, Albert at Bay Hotel; 
Dana Brown, NSERC; Lisa Henderson, Standards Council of Canada. 4. Carole Saad, Chic and Swell; Lesley Mackay, Ottawa Tourism; Sabrina 
Strang, Albert at Bay Hotel. 5. Kerry Lowe, Economic Development Lethbridge; Shannon Della Valle, Calgary Telus Convention Centre; Sandra 
Moniz, CMP, Meetings + Conventions Calgary; Sheila Wong, BBW International. 6. Joe Orrechio, Road Ahead Meetings and Events; Cathy 
O’Connor, Carlson Rezidor Hotel Group. (Photo credit: The Image Commission). 

Site Spring Social

BEICC The Zone
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 Ideal for small groups, Toscana Resort Castelfalfi,  

 a lovingly restored 800-year-old medieval village in the heart of Tuscany,  

 offers guests the opportunity to slow down,  

 golf, eat and enjoy la dolce vita! 
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